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When a school system undergoes change, the superintendent puts forth a strategic
plan that carefully outlines detailed plans and benchmark dates for expected
improvements. The elementary school in this case study is a school located in a large
urban school district that has undergone such change and has been charged to adopt a
school reform model to meet its educational needs. The name of the school reform that
this school adopted in this study is America’s Choice, which is a reform that places a
heavy emphasis on writing. The model used to teach writing is the writer’s workshop.
This two-year study reflects the changes that this elementary school implemented due to
the implementation of the America’s Choice school reform.
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This case study sought to find out how the implementation ofAmerica’s Choice
influenced student achievement in writing, the professional development activities, the
instructional practices, the curriculum, and the organizational structure of this school, as
perceived by the teachers and administrators. This case study design relied on three
research strategies to determine the conclusions and findings. These three strategies
included interviews, observations, and analyzing documents. A qualitative design was
used to describe the voices, perceptions, and experiences of the participants.
The recurring themes that were found in this study included professional learning
communities, teachermeetings, coaching, standards, and teacher as facilitator. The
conclusions, findings and implications stemmed from an analysis of the data, which
heavily relied on the themes found.
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Determining the effectiveness ofpublic school education is not a new topic in the
education realm. One can find evidence in the history books of this debate over what
strategies should or should not be in place having been argued since the early 1900s. As
a result of public school education being perceived as an entity in need of change, several
school reform efforts have been attempted. The justifications for these needed school
reform efforts are illustrated in Chapter II of this study.
The state ofpublic school education is particularly a concern in Georgia,
especially when considering that Georgia recently ranked 50* in the country on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (Donsky, 2003) for two consecutive years (2001-2002 school
year and the 2002-2003 academic year). The implications drawn from this fact has
aroused a deep concern among many educators, particularly those in educational
leadership positions. Many educators have had to take a closer look at what is and/or
what is not being done so that steady increases in student achievement can be made.
A large urban school system in Atlanta, Georgia, has recognized these concerns
and has put forth an effort to approach this matter proactively. This school system’s first
move toward improvement began its effort of increasing student achievement by seeking
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an instructional leader to serve as its catalyst of change. In 1999, a superintendent was
hired to serve and has made remarkable change in the areas of instruction, overall
accountability, and student achievement. Since 1999, there have been significant
improvements made in this school system as it relates to overall organizational structure
and educational systems. Since this superintendent’s leadership began, the high school
dropout rate has declined 15%. In 1999, the dropout rate was at 49% and in 2003, it fell
to 34%. Another noted improvement is made in student achievement as well; students
are now performing at or above grade level at a higher rate. In Table 1, in language arts,
57% of the students in this school system scored at or above level on the 1999 Criterion
Reference Competency Test (CRCT). However, in 2002, the number of students scoring
at or above grade level rose to 71%. There was a significant increase in reading scores
Table 1
1999-2000 CRCTResultsfor Fourth Grade Students in the School System Studied
Grade 4 Reading Language Arts Math
Does Not Meet Standards 53% 43% 57%
Meets Standards 32% 47% 38%
Exceeds Standards 15% 10% 5%
Source: Georgia Department of Education (2001)
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between the 1999 and 2002 academic periods as well. In 2002, 24% more of this school
system’s students met or exceeded standards in reading according the CRCT. The
baseline data in 1999 indicated that only 47% of this school system’s students were at or
above grade level in reading and by 2002, the percentage of students reading at or above
grade level rose to 71% (Georgia Department of Education, 2003). Kathy Augustine
(2003), the Deputy Superintendent for Instruction of this school system attributed much
of this success to school reform initiatives and consistently suggests that these reform
designs have directly contributed to the observed increase in student achievement as
noted in the test data.
Recognizing the strong need for change, the superintendent developed a three-
year strategic plan. School reform has been at the heart of this transformation. At the
beginning ofher administration in 1999, she mandated that all schools must adopt a
school reform within a specified timeframe. She developed a long-range strategic plan
that incorporated this vision; such a plan consisted ofmethods that would ensure 100%
reform participation among schools and principals (Alexander, 2001). Each local school
was given the opportunity to select a reform initiative that closely matched its
instructional needs based on test data. Several school reforms have been adopted in the
school system, such as the following reform models: Success For All, Co-Nect, Core
Knowledge, Direct Instruction America’s Choice, Move It Math, Consistency
Management, and Modem Red (Alexander, 2001).
After the superintendent completed her first year in the superintendency, she used
the results of the CRCT to determine what her baseline for instmctional improvement
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should be. Both the Department of Education ofGeorgia and this school system use the
results from the fourth grade to determine overall student achievement. The 1999-2000
fourth grade CRCT results are reflected in Table 1.
The superintendent used the above data to determine the system’s direction. She
strategically made instructional changes as needed. Some of the strategic changes
included the implementation of a paid for performance program wherein schools were
given monetary gifts for making improvements, she also paid the entire cost to those
schools who were the first to adopt and implement a school reform. She also restructured
the central office personnel by separating the various groups of schools into school
reform teams rather than areas. These school reform teams were designed for two
purposes. The first purpose was to organize various groups of schools by neighboring
communities. Elementary schools were grouped in the same school reform team as their
middle school feeder. Secondly, the superintendent’s long-term plan was to ensure that
each school adopted a school reform, thereby naming each cluster of schools a “school
reform” team to signify that each group of schools are in the process of undergoing
change.
After putting such strategies into place, the 2001-2002 CRCT results showed
significant gains when compared to results the previous school year. The compared




Grade 4 Reading Lang. Arts Math





47% 71% 57% 71% 43% 56%
Source: Georgia Department of Education (2002)
As one can see, significant improvement has been observed in all subject areas
tested, with at least 13% or more gains. In reading, the system experienced a 24% gain,
in language arts, the school system experienced a 14% gain, and in math, the school
system experienced a 13% gain. Again, much of this success has been attributed to the
school reform efforts that were put into place in the majority of the schools.
School Reform at the Elementary School Studied
Choosing a school reform at the elementary school studied in this case study was
challenging because according to the CRCT results used to determine their academic
status, at least 80% of their student met or exceeded standards in language arts and
reading and 76% of their students met or exceeded standards in math. As the faculty
researched school reform models, a school reform by the name ofAmerica’s Choice
(AC) was discovered. America’s Choice is a reform model that was an option for schools
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to choose from, and it became increasingly attractive to the faculty and staffof this
school because it was a writing program, an area that the faculty and staff believed that
many of their students could benefit from. This study focuses on America’s Choice,
which is a school reform design that has been chosen by three ofAtlanta’s elementary
schools and several other elementary and middle schools in Georgia and across the
nation. The researcher has taken a snapshot of this design as it was implemented at this
elementary school.
Components and Background ofAmerica’s Choice
School Reform
America’s Choice is a program that puts a strong emphasis on writing. During a
Principal’s Network Meeting, Marge Sable (2003) explained that through the use of
research and evaluation, the founders ofAmerica’s Choice have based their design on the
belief that if students are competent and efficient writers, they will quickly become
skillful readers. As a result of developing the needed reading skills to become critical
readers, students will be able to understand literature and other genres of reading in
various subject matters.
There has been research to support the effectiveness of the America’s Choice
School Reform implementation. The Consortium for Policy Research in Education
(CPRE), based at the University ofPennsylvania has conducted an ongoing, external,
longitudinal evaluation ofAmerica’s Choice since 1998. An executive summary was
established by Supovitz, Poglinco, and Snyder (2001). These researchers found
America’s Choice to be a school reform that has the potential to make drastic academic
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improvement in schools that fully implement and monitor the program’s imderpinnings.
An extract from this report reads:
The collective findings indicate that students in America’s Choice schools
performed statistically better at most grade levels compared to similar
students in non-America’s Choice schools. At this early stage of the
implementation of the design, the magnitude of these differences were
generally small, in most cases amounting to about a two-to-six percent
difference in average performance between students in non-America’s
Choice schools. Students in America’s Choice schools performed
particularly well in comparison to their peers who were not in America’s
Choice schools in the subject areas that are the focus of the early
implementation phase of the design, (p. 23)
Table 3 is a report provided by CPRE (2000). This table describes the 1999-2000
changes in percentages of students in America’s Choice schools and non-America’s
Choice Schools. Three sites were studied in New Jersey, Florida, and New York. All
performed at or above state standards in English language arts, reading, and writing.
As one can see, America’s Choice implementation was found to be successful in
the schools that were noted above. Given this data, it is clear that the schools in this
study that adopted the America’s Choice School reform model, experienced larger gains
in percentages when compared to those schools that did not adopt this reform. Schools in
this study, that used the traditional instructional approaches experienced smaller gains
and likewise had less students performing at or above grade level.
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Table 3
1999-2000 Study of America’s Choice Schools vs. Non-America’s Choice Schools
Site Type ofSchool 1999 2000
%of
Change
Plainfield, NJ Amer. Choice Schools 30 49 19
Other District Schools 33 34 1
Duval County, FL Amer. Choice Schools 16 27 11
Other District Schools 28 20 3
Rochester, NY Amer. Choice Schools 17 35 18
Other District Schools 28 42 14
Source: Consortium for Policy Research in Education (2001)
After finding the above facts, the researcher wanted to find out what, specifically
makes America’s Choice School Design unique when compared to the traditional school
curriculum. The researcher immediately found that at its base are standards that literally
drive the instructional program. International standards are at its foundation. Therefore,
the curriculum used in an America’s Choice school was quite different from that of a
traditional school. International standards were used so that students were not limited in
knowledge learned or in intellectual growth and development. Not only were students
able to compete skillfully with their state peers, but also international peers. Such
standards are needed, especially when considering the fact that an independent audit of
the State ofGeorgia’s Quality Core Curriculum recently concluded that the currently
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used Georgia State Standards for students in the K-12 academic curriculum for learning
did notmeet national standards (Cox, 2003).
America’s Choice is also unique because of its model. The founders of this
program view this reform as a design and not a program. Therefore, the lessons were not
scripted and detailed, teachers were able to depend on and use their own creativity, and
students were able to benefit from lessons that created differentiated learning
experiences. The professional development activities that school personnel ofAmerica’s
Choice schools undergo were quite extensive, challenging, and detailed. America’s
Choice aimed to train teachers on actual teaching strategies of best practices (Sable
2003). In addition to AC’s curriculum, instructional practices, and professional
development methods used and implemented, there is a clear difference in the
organizational structure ofAC schools, which should be noted. The organizational
structure consists of the use of school personnel that differs from the traditional personnel
used in schools. The personnel needed in an AC school include the following: the
principal, a design coach, a lower literacy coach (grades K-2) and an upper literacy coach
(grades 3-5). The primary goals and responsibilities of the trained personnel have
specific functions and job descriptions. Each of the following paragraphs will briefly
describe their functions.
Some of the primary responsibilities of the principal were to organize the
Principal’s Book of the Month, to monitor instruction and to cheerlead the
implementation process overall. Each month, the principal was to choose a book of
his/her choice and read it to the entire student body. The book was to have a message
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and the students were to listen attentively to the story. The purpose of this component
was to expose students to different genres and to have the principal model an appreciation
for literature. Other roles and responsibilities of the principal will be discussed in the
analysis of the data. However, it should be well noted that the primary responsibility of
the principal is to be the keeper of the vision and to lead the change making process for
the faculty and staff
The main function of the Design Coach was to ensure that the implementation of
the reform was moving smoothly and to make sure that all phases were being
implemented in a timely manner. The Design Coach was responsible for supporting the
principal by managing the vision and the leadership. In addition, the design coach was
responsible for providing professional development to all staffmembers. The primary
professional development activities include standards-based instruction and analyzing
student data.
The two literacy coaches were responsible for serving as model teachers in an
effort to train the instructional staff on the reform model and they were responsible for
guiding the teachers through professional development activities. The coaches do a lot of
the teacher training as it relates to utilizing the methods and strategies involved in the
writer’s workshop, which was inclusive of the activities that take the place in the
language arts and reading blocks.
The principal, the design coach and the two literacy coaches received their
training from a series of individuals who were hired by the America’s Choice School
Design. Figure 1 provides a visual of the delineation of the local school’s personnel.
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Source: Georgia’s Choice National Conference (2000)
Figure 1. Delineation ofPersonnel in America’s Choice Schools
As previously mentioned, The America’s Choice School Reform describes itself
as a school design and not a program. The difference in the wording is characterized by
its components and by its’ opportunities that present themselves as creativity for the
teacher.
Another unique characteristic ofAmerica’s Choice is the opportunity given to
students who may be struggling with the writing process. This opportunity is described
as a “Safety Net” (National Center on Education and the Economy, 2000). America’s
Choice also trains the school leadership (principal and design coach) to analyze student
data in such a way that the analysis would lead to opportxmities to repair and remediate
problematic academic situations. America’s Choice also trains the school leaders on
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academic standard usage and planning. The goal of this design is to train the school on
becoming standards driven. Once an AC school fully implements this school reform, the
staff, parents, and students should know what is all expected, in terms of standards, at
each grade level.
Purpose
Although several school reform initiatives have been recommended to school
principals in the school system, this study will focus on one school reform design,
America’s Choice. This design has been supported by the State ofGeorgia and it has
been adopted in several schools in Georgia and in the nation. In the 2003 America’s
Choice National Conference, Georgia’s State Superintendent Kathy Cox (2003) made it
clear that she is a supporter ofAmerica’s Choice and from her personal research and
experience; she has found this reform model to be a successful design. The purpose of
this study is to track the implementation process ofAmerica’s Choice at an elementary
school in a large urban school system in Georgia, using a Case Study Method.
The researcher’s goal was to capture all of the significant events that were
involved in this implementation. In addition to capturing the events, the researcher
wanted to imderstand the perceptions ofall of the AC stakeholders. The events and
perceptions of the teachers and administrators of this implementation process are of
significance because imderstanding such aspects of this implementation process will
work to do the following;
• It will assist the school’s leadership team in better understanding the
implementation’s strengths, weaknesses, and needs.
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• It will assist other schools that are implementing AC by giving them a heads
up on what is to be expected in terms of instituting a change making process
in their instructional program, at their local school site.
• It will assist the school district by giving them valuable information on the
progress and process of the AC design, thereby lending itself to the
opportunity to offer financial and other tangible support to the local school.
• It will increase the public’s awareness of the state of student writing
deficiencies and offer solutions and recommendations to this critical academic
area.
Background of the Problem
Why Is School Reform Needed?
As mentioned previously, public school education has been at the center of
debate since the 1920s. Several committees, groups, and forces have joined, and
questioned the effectiveness ofpublic school education. The following questions have
been continuously explored, asked, and investigated: Does public school education
work? How can we accurately measure the true academic growth of our students? Why
do some children graduate without knowing how to read? According to The American
Scholar (1981) ever since public school education has been in existence, controversy has
evolved. Since the early nineteenth century, it has been commonplace to find a consistent
amoimt of complaints about low states of learning, poor training of teachers, insufficient
funding of education, inadequacies of school buildings, and public apathy.
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The field ofpublic school education suffers in various areas. The National
Center for Education Statistics revealed their findings in the 1998 Nations Report Card.
These findings included the following discrepancies:
• Black students had an average scale score of 193 in reading, while white
students had a 225 average scale score;
• Students eligible for the ffee/reduced price lunch program had lower average
reading scores than students not eligible for this program; and
• The 1998 3^** and 5* grade State ofGeorgia writing assessment showed that
family income had an association with writing achievement: students eligible
for fi'ee or reduced price lunches due to poverty, had lower scores than those
who were not eligible.
The researcher identified the above-mentioned facts as problems because the elementary
school studied served a similar population of students, which represented 90% of its
students qualifying for the free or reduced lunch program.
According to the Writing Commission (2003), the subject ofwriting has become
neglected in American school reforms. Additionally, the Writing Commission noted that
more than 90% ofmid-career professionals recently cited the “need to write effectively’
as a skill of great importance in their day-to-day work. The 1998 National Writing
Achievement Assessment indicated that 84% of fourth grade students were at a “at or
above basic” level ofwriting achievement, leaving only 23% of fourth grade students
were at a “at or above proficient” level ofwriting which is the level ofwriting that our
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students should be capable ofperforming. In an effort to improve writing achievement
in schools, the commission recommended a heavier focus on the following;
1. Redefining professional development;
2. Improving the state standards;
3. Providing improved resources for teaching writing;
4. Increasing the amount of time that students spend on writing; and
5. Giving students the opportunity to write in various areas across the
curriculum.
In this study ofAmerica’s Choice implementation, the researcher determined
that all five of the above-mentioned recommendations made by the Writing
Commission were foxmd in this school reform model.
Statement of the Problem
Education, in the new millennium, has placing a high focus on literacy. This
focus is evident in President Bush’s No Child Left BehindAct. This Act is the president’s
reform plan and it included a substantial amount of changes as compared to the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. This most recent Act included the
President’s following four basic education reform principles:
1. Stronger accountability for results;
2. Increased flexibility and local control;
3. Expanded options for parents; and
4. Emphasis on teaching methods, which have been proven to work.
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The researcher surmises that when developing the No Child Left BehindAct, recent
statistics and concerns regarding the state of education were all taken into consideration.
The 2002 National Assessment ofEducational Progress (NAEP) results relative to
student writing proficiencies indicated that a heavier focus on writing is still an urgent
need. The writing test was administered to students in grades four, eight, and twelve
during the winter of 2002. According to the California Department ofEducation’s News
Release, there is an immediate need for a much stronger statewide focus on writing. Like
Georgia, California had lower average scale scores than the nation in the area ofwriting.
California’s State Superintendent ofPublic Instruction, Jack O’Connell acknowledged
that it is essential that California students be able to express themselves effectively in
preparation for higher education, the job market, and citizenship in a democracy. It is his
belief that effective communication is essential for success in a high-tech society
(California Department of Education, 2003).
The 2002 NAEP writing assessments results revealed that in fourth grade, for the
nation as a whole, only 27% of students performed at a level designated as proficient by
the National Assessment Governing Board. In addition to this distress, the achievement
gap continued to exist as well. While 33% ofwhite students scored at or above a level of
proficiency in writing, only 14% of black students scored at a level at or above a level of
proficiency in writing. It is also interesting to note that 36% of students not eligible for
free or reduced lunch scored at or above proficient levels in writing while only 15% of
students eligible for free or reduced lunch scored at or above proficient levels in writing.
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It is imperative that school officiates; school reform programs and educational mandates
address these needs and achievement gaps.
When researching the components of several school reform models, it appears
that three out of four of the President’s principles are included in the design models. The
only principle that contradicts the President’s platform is increasedflexibility and local
control; this is possibly because many reform models are designed for individual school
usage and not system-wide usage. However, it appears that the following are major
factors that contribute to the workings and underpinnings of school reform:
(a) Organizational Structure; (b) Instructional Practices; (c) Professional Development;
and (d) Curriculum.
America’s Choice is a reform model that places a heavy emphasis on student
writing. Some of its goals include a strong focus on professional development, strategies
that incorporate improved teaching and writing skills, an increase in time allotted to
teaching students the writing process, and students leam how to include skillful writing
across the curriculum. All of these mentioned elements were researched-based and
proven to be effective and they were also recommendations made by the writing
commission as fore-mentioned. This study sought to identify the perceptions of teachers
and administrators; these perceptions should indicate how these teachers and
administrators felt about the changes that are made in the curriculum and in the school
program. This study also seeks to find out whether or not teachers and administrators felt
that these changes were effective.
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In addition to the problems identified earlier, the researcher also focused on what
poor student achievement ultimately equated to in a student’s future. It is important to
note that as educators, our goal is to prepare students to be able to contribute significantly
to the work force. When focusing on the economy and the implications that education
has on the workforce, it is critical to note that citizens with college degrees continuously
surpass citizens without such degrees. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (2000) researched
the earnings and imemployment rate ofpersons for 25 years of age and older. According
to the Bureau’s report, the unemployment rate for workers who dropped out of high
school was nearly four times the rate for college graduates. College graduates aged 25
and over earned nearly twice as much as workers who stopped with a high school
diploma. College graduates have experienced growth in real earnings since 1979.
Additionally, according to the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
(2002), professional and related occupations were projected to grow faster and add more
jobs than any other major occupational group, with seven million new jobs by 2010. This
significant implication further justifies why it is important that school reform work to
steadily increase student achievement and academic proficiency. Effective change in our
educational settings needs to take place ifwe are to realistically keep students motivated
to learn and to achieve at high quality rates.
Significance of the Study
According to Kowalski and Reitzug (1993), change requires the combination ofboth
intensive and well-planned strategies. In addition to this combination, some noted
attributes that are needed to create effective change in schools include the increase of
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risk takers in leadership positions, administrators that involve others, administrators that
set high expectations for their staff, and administrators that are effective in leading by
example. This study signifies the transformational steps and strategies outlined in the
America’s Choice School Reform design; these steps and strategies are intensive and well
planned. This study is significant because it will lay the blueprint for transforming the
elementary studied during this research process and this information can be useful to
other school sites that undergo change and working towards a professional learning
commimity. The researcher aimed to depict the steps necessary, as perceived by teachers
and administrators, to achieving results by annotating significant events and processes
used in an effort to increase student achievement, specifically in writing.
In a 2003 AC Literacy Institute, practitioners of the AC school reform were
informed that Georgia’s Governor, Sonny Perdue, had recently taken $20 million away
from Georgia’s education budget. This removal of funds had an impact on the AC
reform model because some of the trainers and leaders had been laid off. This study has
significance because if it is proven to work at the elementary school studied, the findings
can be used to substantiate the need for financial school support. The researcher used the
findings of this examination to give validity to the need ofAmerica’s Choice and its
recommended strategies.
According to President Bush’s No Child Left Behind Act, there is a concern about
closing the educational gaps that exist between the gender, race and economic statuses of
our public school students. This study is significant to the field of education because it
delineates the steps and procedures used to increase student achievement in writing
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among students of color and low-income families. Specifying such strategies will assist
future educational leaders in closing the identifiable achievement gaps. If suggested
strategies are found to be effective, such implementation of found approaches will help to
ensure that no child is left behind.
Research Questions
1. How does the implementation of the America’s Choice School Reform Model
influence student achievement in writing, as perceived by teachers and
administrators?
2. How does the implementation of the America’s Choice School Reform
Model influence the instructional practices of teaching writing at, as
perceived by teachers and administrators?
3. How does the implementation of the America’s Choice School Reform
Model influence the writing curriculum use by teachers, as perceived by
teachers and administrators?
4. How does the implementation of the America’s Choice School Reform
Model influence the professional development activities, as perceived by
teachers and administrators?
5. How does the implementation of the America’s Choice School Reform




With the stakes being continuously high for educational leaders to produce literate
and proficient students in our schools, it is critical that we take an invested interest in
learning best practices. We must pay close attention to groimdbreaking strategies that
can be used when aiming to change an instructional program by making it more
progressive and challenging for students. Every year in Georgia, school principals are
charged with the responsibility ofmaking and maintaining adequate yearly progress.
With the widening achievement gaps between low performing and high performing
students, this goal presents financial, pedagogical and resource challenges.
At the forefront ofeducational demands and educator accountability, lays the
hope that school reform will promote and yield effective instructional change. It is hoped
that implementing a school reform can serve as a permanent fix for our problems. It is
additionally hoped that school reform can drastically improve student achievement and
offer to the school, the blueprint for doing so. This qualitative research study will seek to
describe the phenomena that took place at the elementary school studied as the staff
underwent school reform implementation ofAmerica’s Choice. This researcher aimed to
take snap-shops of the events that change a school for improved student performance. It
is hoped that other educators who wish to imdergo change can read this information and
receive insight and guidance on how to
• Select a reform that best fits their instructional needs;
• Implement change that will result in success for all stakeholder;
• Encourage a high level of staffbuy-in; and
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• Reorganize the school and change from traditional approaches to non-
traditional approaches of leadership and pedagogy.
The bulleted items are all critical areas to the successful implementation of any attempted
school reform.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Merriam (1998) noted that besides providing a foundation or a theoretical
framework for the problem to be investigated, the literature review can demonstrate how
the present study advances, refines, or revises what is already known. The review of the
literature in this study outlines what is presently known about school reform
implementation and it pinpoints the various areas of school reform advancement that has
occurred throughout the last century. The review of literature presented in this study has
been organized into five sections. These sections include the following:
• Section 1: A Historical Perspective ofSchool Reforms: The Historical
perspective section of this chapter will depict significant historical events that
have had an impact on education reform. This section will give the reader an
overview of such events in different eras, beginning with the 1920s to the
present. This section is critical to this study because it allows the reader to
understand the problems that have surfaced in the past and itwill allow the
reader to better imderstand how the notion of school reform developed over a
period in America.
• Section 2: School Reforms and the Changing ofOrganizational Structures:
This section is dedicated to roles and responsibilities of the school principal
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and how that role has changed according to studies conducted on some school
reform models. This section is critical to this study because it assisted the
researcher in developing a framework for understanding leadership roles in
schools and how such roles have changed over time.
• Section 3: Professional Development in School Reforms: The professional
development section in this chapter is dedicated to studies found on various
professional development activities in schools with school reform initiatives.
This section has also assisted with developing a framework for this study
because not only have professional development activities been found in all
school reform researched, but it had also been considered critical to the
pedagogy processes in such reform efforts.
• Section 4: School Curriculum in School Reforms: This section is dedicated to
researched school curriculums and their effects when implementing a reform
model. The researcher found it necessary to dedicate this section to school
curriculum because the curriculum is an essential part of each school program;
the cixrriculum can be considered as the blueprint of the school’s operation
because it is the curriculum that drives the instructional program. This section
is of additional importance because it too has contributed to the researcher’s
theoretical framework.
• Section 5: Instructional Practices in School Reforms: Instructional practices
are an integral piece to all school reforms because in all of the school reforms
studied, the instructional practices have been changed, dictated, or
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embellished in some way. This section is key because it goes hand in hand
with student achievement in that it transforms the pedagogy process. In this
section, the researcher has studied the instructional practices of various school
reform models and explained how by improving various teaching strategies,
student achievement has improved. Each of the noted sections above outline
the framework and underpinnings of the studied school reform components
and offers a solid understanding ofwhat educational leaders of school reforms
can and should expect when implementing a reform program in their
respective schools. Each of the above sections presented are significant pieces
to this research study because they merely gird the design of this study.
Additionally, the researcher depended on these findings to drive the
theoretical framework used in this study. The sections are also the foundation
of the formed research questions of this case study. The goal of this section
was to rely on previous literature to make the case that the present study is
necessary and important to undertake. This heavy reliance on the review of
literature is distinctive to qualitative research.
Section 1: A Historical Perspective: Background on
School Reform
New duties lie before us. Moreover, these require new methods, new
material, and new vision. The old education, except as it conferred the
tools of knowledge, was mainly devoted to filling the memory with facts.
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The new age is more in need of facts than the old; and ofmore facts; and
it must find more effective methods of teaching them. (Bobbitt, 1918,
p. 39)
The 1920s to 1930s was a decade that represented an era of confusion in
education. Educational theorists such as Franklin Bobbitt, John Dewey, George Counts,
Herbert Kliebard and Elliot Eisner, to name a few, argued several debates over the
purpose of education and the purpose of school curriculum. It is ofno wonder why
school reform has been considered a need in our schools since the early 1900s. The
school’s curriculum dictated what should be taught day in and day out. Educators and
critics have challenged the processes used to develop the school’s curriculum since the
inception ofpublic school education (Mason, 1997).
Plato contributed to the field of education and curriculum. He is often recognized
as a leader in education and he is often studied in educational classes. Much ofhis work
is attributed to school curriculum, due to his curriculum design that he contributed to the
field of education. Curriculum issues and relating debates have been the topic ofmany
educational discussions since the time of Plato’s design of education (Hueneke, 1996). It
is important to note that historically, curriculum decisions were largely left to that small,
usually elite, portion of the public who were mostly concerned with the operation of
schools. There was a historical movement in education referred to as The Progressive
Movement. The Progressive Movement was a broad-based effort aimed at assuring the
realization ofAmerican ideals in an increasingly urban-industrial and pluralistic nation
(Cremin, 1964) and thusly, such ideals were implemented in many ofAmerica’s public
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schools. The Progressives saw their role as being the creators of the reformation of
American life. The response of the progressive educational reformers was to
institutionalize many of the characteristic features of school curriculum that are observed
in our schools today. Some of these characteristics included practices such as tracking,
standardized testing, and civic education (Tyack, 1974).
Early curriculum specialists who contributed to the field of education perceived
themselves as Progressives. It is important to note that those who considered themselves
Progressive had a difficult time describing, explaining, and identifying what it truly and
realisticallymeant to be a Progressive. The implications of this notion is important to
note because it must be realized that if the founders exhibited such confusion and
uncertainty as it related to the purpose of school, it should be ofno surprise that such
confusion and lack of clarity is experienced in today’s schools. The curriculum field has
been characterized by noted disagreements as they relate to specific aims and practices of
the school (Hueneke, 1996).
According to Dr. Hueneke (1996), these debates can be traced as far back as the
early 1920s. Hueneke noted several historical educators who have had an influence on
public school education and an influence on the curriculum. Some of these historical
contributors include Franklin Bobbitt, John Dewey, and George Counts. These educators
are identified as some of the earliest scholars who contributed to public school practices
and this section of this review of literature will illustrate examples ofhow their
contributions are evident in education currently and can be clearly seen in the
development ofmany ofour school’s curriculum. It should be of no wonder that
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discussion, debate and confusion over “what should be taught” still exists. When
researching the state of education in its early days, it can be realized that sense the time of
Dewey and Bobbitt, educators have had differences in opinions. Their scholarly works
exemplified how ideals on the meaning of curriculum resulted in very different views.
Educational aims and practices have yet to be clearly identified on a global level, this
confusion is well noted in historical documents from curriculum scholars of our past, and
such findings are noted in this chapter.
The exact purposes, intentions, and fimctions of the public school have
significantly changed over the years. Again, some of this confusion can be pinpointed in
the early twentieth century, from our early scholars. To give an example of such
confusion, we can examine a few. While Bobbitt (1918) embraced efficiency as an
overarching goal, Dewey (1916) claimed the goal of education was the growth as
experienced by the individual at his/her learning pace. Bobbitt saw schools as a
reinforcement or support of the existing social and economic order, whereas Dewey saw
schools as a means of extending and reforming democratic, community life in the United
States. Additionally, whereas Bobbitt saw the school as an agent of social reproduction,
Dewey saw the school as the primary and most effective way to encourage social
progress and reform.
Soon after Dewey, Counts’ (1959) work is remembered. Counts, like Dewey,
were concerned with the injustices of democracy and capitalism in the United States,
particularly as they played out in the context of schooling (Kliebard, 1986). In a popular
article written by Counts (1959) Dare the School Build a New Social Order, he made a
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plea to teachers. He asked teachers to lead the public schools and the public for social
regeneration. Because of the Great Depression in America dming the 1930s, Counts
received positive feedback and support.
The above accounts are noted because the researcher of this study felt that it is of
great importance that the readers of this information understand that our early fathers of
education and the philosophies that support its purpose are radically different. It is
critical that one understand the beginnings in order to understand how and why education
is in its current state. It is also critical to understand the history ifwe are to work
realistically on changing our future.
Cold War andPolitics: 1950s - 1960s
The era of the Cold War and Politics of the 1950s to the 1960s is of great
significance to this study because it was during this decade that the researcher could
identify the first form of school reform. The 1950s - 60s represent an era of first-time
federal and private support for curricula development projects. This may have been the
first time that government support for school reform occurred. Up to this point, the
government left curriculum and public school concerns up to the local school systems
and states to contend with. During this era, a strong interest in national defense began.
Mathematics, science, and foreign language curricula were the first to be judged as
outdated, deficient, or in a state of general neglect. According to John Goodlad (1964),
this reform movement took on several distinctive characteristics. Goodlad recognized
these characteristics as
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1. Financial support of private foundations and of federal agencies;
2. Widespread involvement of discipline-based scholars;
3. Affiliation ofprojects with national organizations such as the American
Mathematical Society and the American Association for the Advancement
of Science;
4. Focus ofprojects on subject-centered curriculum; and
5. Top down approach to curriculum planning.
During the late 1950s, after the launching of the first Russian satellite Sputnik,
Goodlad (1964) expressed his discontent with the “new age reform” at that time. He
challenged the reform movement’s concentration on single subjects and he once
proclaimed his dissatisfaction with the fact that America’s schools had too many aims, as
opposed to clearly defining one aim. The era of the Cold War is of significance to this
study because it is the point of reference that can be used to identify the very first time
that school reform took place as a response to the perceived needs of the public.
Setting Standards and Objectives: 1960 - 1970s
During the 1960s and the early 1970s, questions about objectives and standards
began. Scholars began to ask questions such as, “What criteria should be used to make a
choice for standards and learned objectives,” which is another issue and educational topic
that continues to reappear today. This discussion was at the forefront of several debates
during the time of the Frederick Taylor’s theory of the Scientific Method. The 1960s
represented a time in educational history that is remembered as the era of focusing on
curriculum objectives. Heavy discussion debate over deciding on which specific
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objectives should be used in curriculum planning, the form they should take, and
functions they should be expected to serve. Was the focus of this time period in
education? Proponents of this approach, such as James Popham (1972), argued that
prescribed, clearly stated, and measurable objectives are essential to curriculum planning.
He argued that without such objectives, educators would not know or realize the
outcomes that they seek and without such objectives, an evaluator would not know what
to look for in determining a program’s success or failure.
On the other hand, to debate Popham’s premise, Elliot Eisner (1967) illustrated
his views in Educational Objectives: Help or Hindrance? In this article, he questioned
both the practicality ofpre-specified objectives and the underlying assumptions on which
they are based. Eisner also identified two problems. First, Eisner realized that when
developing and designing curriculum objectives, the potential outcomes are usually so
numerous that it would be difficult to anticipate successful student mastery of all of them.
Eisner’s second concern was that the objective’s first sets of sequences were unrealistic
expectations for student mastery because students rarely acquired adequate opportunity to
practice such expectations. In other words, Eisner believed that the wisdom required and
the art of the pedagogy process of teaching was much more dynamic, more interactive,
and less mechanistic than was often assumed. Objectives and standards are yet another
educational topic and concern at the forefront of debate during the 1960s and 1970s.
During this time, it appeared that Popham’s premise was leading the debate of that
discussion. Evidence ofPopham’s victory is substantiated in such educational
dimensions such as the Georgia Quality Core Curriculum (QCC) objectives. These QCC
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objectives have been developed and approved for use by the Georgia Department of
Education. Curriculum coordinators have also developed school System Standards for
teacher use in the Atlanta Public School System. These standards are prescribed
objectives that closely matched the concept of Pohpham’s premise as well. Learning
objectives are used to ensure teacher accountability, equity of standardized testing and to
determine the success or failure of schools. It is unlikely that learning objectives will
fade away any time soon. Information relative to this time period in noted in the review
of literature because this time period represents a significant milestone in the history of
public school information. The results of this time period are seen, used, and observed
daily in the lives of all teachers and students in America, and this topic is a debatable
issue for many stakeholders in the field of education today.
1980s - The Present: The Problems with School Reform
Diane Ravitch wrote a journal entry for The American Scholar (1981) entitled.
Forgetting the Questions: The Problem ofEducational Reform. In this journal writing,
she illustrated several reasons that support and rationalize why educational reform in the
United States has been unsuccessful. She pointed out that it would have been very
difficult to find a period in history when Americans felt satisfied with the achievements
of schools. She brought mention to the fact that ever since the early nineteenth century,
schools had been criticized for the low state of learning, poor training and preparation of
teachers, insufficient funding, inadequate buildings and for the general apathy of the
public.
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Ravitch’s suggestive reasoning would be substantiated in a national survey. The
1997 National Survey ofAmerican’s Attitudes Towards Education and School Reform
confirmed for two years in a row that 80% ofAmericans wanted more options and a
better education for their children. This survey found that 92% of the respondents
indicated that, for one reason or another, the quality ofpublic school could be improved.
From the previous readings, it was evident that reform is nothing new. School
reform has taken place for years, however, the focus and specifics may have varied.
Overall, the majority of the public has never been perfectly satisfied with the overall
status of education or with the school curriculum. In 2003, we reached a point where
school reform continued to play a key role in job stability among leaders, politics, and
other financial entities.
School Reforms Today
When speaking of reform, we are merely talking about change. It has been
noticed and recognized that change is needed in schools and many schools have been
charged with the responsibility of creating and managing change. As with any new or
different approach to various job duties and/or responsibilities, people are generally
hesitant about accepting change. Babb (2001) conducted a longitudinal study on another
school reform called Co-nect. In Babb’s study, one identified barrier to implementing
Co-nect included difficulty in accepting and adapting to change, proving that leadership
is integral.
The school leadermust be able to guide his/her staff through change effectively.
Meyers and Robbins (1991) found that administrators who have been successful in
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leading change use similar techniques to achieve their goals. Some of these methods
include the following:
• Involving others in decisions and activities;
• Creating support networks among colleagues and staff;
• Effectively communicating with all parties involved in change; and
• Leading by example.
We will now examine actual studies that have been conducted in reference to
school reform. These studies will support the research questions of this study and
support the change making prerequisites needed to be successful. The studies examined
helped the researcher to form a theoretical framework for this case study conducted on
America’s Choice.
Section 2: School Reform and the Organizational Structure
The change making process, as established and expected in school reform
endeavors, is very comprehensive in approach and demanding on the school principal.
The first process found in change can be seen in the organizational structure of schools.
In a class lecture. Dr. Melanie Carter (1999) said that there were various kinds of change
that can take place in an organization or system. There is change on the surface and there
is deep change. Ifwe are to achieve a high level of change in schools and/or
organizations, one must make deep change within the structure of the school’s program
or within the organization. Deep change can be seen in school reforms when school
reforms accept the responsibility and task of changing the roles and responsibilities of the
leaders of the school program. The first leader to change in the school program is the
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principal. It is critical that the principal make a transition from playing the role of a
traditional manager of the school to being the instructional leader of the school. As a
result ofbeing an instructional leader, the school principal takes the initiative and
responsibility ofensuring that his/her staff be trained to be the instructional leaders of
their classrooms. The researcher has dedicated the beginning portion of this section to
researching the changing role(s) of the school principal due to its essentialness to
implementing an effective school reform program.
It should be noted that in the America’s Choice School Reform design, the school
reform institutes deep organizational change by changing the roles of the principal.
Further change is made by creating a design coach and two literacy coaches, which are
added personnel positions that were not in place before the implementation ofAmerica’s
Choice. Additionally, the leadership team has been restructured as well. There have
been several studies found on creating organizational change, beginning with the school
principal some of the noted studies are found in the paragraphs below. The below
studied programs are of significance to this study because it supports the theoretical
practices and notions that have been implanted in the America’s Choice School Reform
design.
Torrence (2002) carried out a study on principal’s use of data as it related to
school reform. Torrence found that the traditional roles ofAmerica’s public school
principal were changed the educational reform movement defined the school principal as
being the school leader of instruction. When analyzing the findings of a survey that
Torrence gave to several schools in her study, she found that principals were embracing
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the role of instructional leader and that they were using data in various ways to improve
the instructional program. This is important to note because the underlying message that
is relayed in this study translates to meaning that prior to the support of school reform
efforts, actual student data was not used to drive the instructional program, at least not as
strongly as it is today.
In the Atlanta Public School System in 2002, the deputy superintendent, Kathy
Augustine was conducting a similar study. She is currently studying the Superintendent’s
Academy for Building Leaders in Education (SABLE) program (2001). The SABLE
program was organized by the superintendent to build leaders in the Atlanta Public
School System. Based on research, they too had found that the school principal had to
assume the role of instructional leader, and therefore they were training the members of
this program to become instructionally and strategically focused. The SABLE program
trained aspiring principals to become knowledgeable of the teaching and learning process
and to research currently used teaching strategies. This program and its focus were
developed as a result of several studies conducted that researched the needs of future
school administrators based on current trends observed and test score results being
disaggregated.
Philippon (2001) studied whole school reform also. In her study, she examined
leadership in the restructuring and re-culturing of an urban small learning community. In
this study, Philippon found that school leadership regards a focus on building capacity for
self-sustaining, personal, and organizational problem solving in a complex and
ambiguous climate. External partnerships, built on trust and commitment to its needs.
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provided powerful pressure to raise expectations of students’ abilities and offers effective
support mechanisms for teacher learning. This study supports the need for school
principals to not only become instructional leaders, but also leaders that build and sustain
school programs that encourage a positive school culture that lends itself to a familial
setting. Philippon found that when the school principal embraced such a positive school
climate, student achievement soars, teacher mobility decreased and parent satisfaction
was high. Although her study did not focus on the principal serving as an instructional
leader, her study does however support the need for principals to expound upon their
leadership capabilities and to somewhat think outside of the box when it comes to
leadership.
When honing in on the reformation process that takes place in schools, it is
essential that the principal sharpen his/her leadership style. Meaning, the school principal
must adopt the belief in being the catalyst of change. Additionally, the principal must
understand that working as such a change agent requires him/her to adopt various
leadership practices. In Phillip Schlechty’s (1997) book entitled. Inventing Better
Schools he provided educational leaders with a framework for leading improved schools
by focusing on the work that is produced by the students. Schlechty provides an action
plan for educational reform and it offers excellent advice to principals and leaders who
wish to successfully implement change and progress in the school program. Schlechty
advises principals and leaders to stay focused on results. He mentions a theory called
participatory leadership. This form of leadership is effective when planning for results
because it depends on the commitment of the staff and teachers. As opposed to staffand
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teachers being given directives from the supervisor, participatory leadership allows the
staff and teachers to contribute their ideas and to independently develop solutions to their
various experienced problems. It has been found that when participatory leadership is
experienced, great success is yielded because the followers take ownership of the actions
outlined; participatory leadership allows it’s participants to develop an invested interest
in the process. Schlechty outlines the various characteristics that can be observed when
participatory leadership is encouraged among a given school staff, these features include
the following:
• School administrators constantly check to ensure that recommended actions
are consistent with intended outcomes.
• School administrators keep everyone informed on what is occurring and
offer explanations.
• School administrators ensure that necessary training and support are provided
for those people that are responsible for executing certain actions.
• School administrators set clear benchmarks and review progress made.
• Schlecty highly recommends participatory leadership in the implementation
of any school reform. He has found that teachers and staffhave a greater
buy in when they feel that their concerns and ideas are valued.
From the use of action research, Schlecty has found that the above noted characteristics
can be used to increase the intensity of a school reform implementation. However, it is
critical that the principal, again, reshapes his/her thinking when it comes to serving in a
leadership capacity.
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Roland Barth (1990), a retired principal now author and researcher, also found
that the majority of school success is highly dependent on the leadership skills and
abilities demonstrated by the school principal. Moller and Katzenmeyer (2001) described
the metamorphic changes in the current expectations set form school principals.
Katzenmeyer and Moller have also found that there have been significant changes over
the years. They too have found that the roles, duties, and responsibilities of the school
principal have been considerably altered. They have found that there was a high focus on
the principal becoming the following:
• The instructional leader;
• The leader of change;
• The leader of the school’s leaders;
• Head teacher or master teacher; and
• The catalyst of change.
From action research and experience, Barth has foimd that when principals adopt the
above noted traits and incorporate them in their day-to-day interactions with teachers, the
overall potency of the change making process in schools is inadvertently strengthened.
Thereby, allowing the school reform effort to take its expected course.
Additional support for the transformation of the role that principals play was
given at an in-service training delivered in APS. During this training session entitled
Trailblazers: Trainingfor the Leadership Team (2002), in the Atlanta Public School
System, the professional development facilitators explained that now the principal is no
longer to be viewed as the master of the school program, but rather a facilitative leader.
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A facilitative leader is one who engages the entire staff and community in professional
development. This form ofprofessional development offers job-embedded opportunities
that differ from that of traditional professional development activities. Now, collectively
with other staff leaders, the principal is charged with the responsibility of generating
ideas and making decisions with the leadership team. A leadership team has been present
in several APS school settings over the past decade; however, it has been found that the
role of the leadership team needs to be better defined. As a result of this finding, during
the Trailblazers Leadership training, the organization communicated its purpose for
training members ofvarious leadership teams. According to the trainers, the APS System
found that the organization and function of the leadership teams in various schools were
ineffective. As a result, several of our school reforms have given such teams a definition
with meaning and purpose. America’s Choice calls this team the Design Team.
From this section, one should be able to clearly notice that the roles that principals
have played in the public school have significantly changed of the years. Principals are
now being called to be change agents and instructional leaders who drive the instructional
program through the use of student test data. School reform designs have played a
critical role in this big change as well as in other school changes that will be discussed in
the following sections.
Section 3: Professional Development
Professional development and teacher training for school leaders and teachers
have played a significant role in school reform. Each school reform established has its
own set of instructional strategies, expectations, rituals, and routines. Upon completion
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of research on the topic of school reform, the researcher found that each school reform
researched has a training component that is critical to effective implementation of new
reform programs.
Consistency Management and Cooperative Discipline was a school reform model
that had been developed to encourage an improved system for classroom management. It
offered teaching strategies and routines that have been proven to be effective when it
came to improving overall student discipline and management in classrooms. A study of
this program has been studied by Agnew (2001). Agnew’s study was a three round study
that consisted of various focuses. Roimd I consisted of a staff development portfolio,
Round II consisted of a pilot study, and Round III consisted of a case study. The most
significant element ofher study took place in Round III, which focused on teacher’s
perceptions of the CMCD reform model. Their perceptions were examined through two
sets, interview data, and archival program data to find the impact of school culture and
effective staff development components of teachers’ implementation levels of the CMCD
model. Findings from Rounds I and II revealed that teachers reached high CMCD
implementation levels due to the program’s practical and personal relevance to teachers’
daily needs. Therefore, it is noticed that professional development is appreciated when
the characteristics of its training are found to be practical by the teachers. Therefore, it is
important that teachers feel definite sense of importance when being trained on school
reform program expectations and the professional development offered to the teachers
must be practical as it relates to their day-to-day classroom usage.
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The criticalness of teacher learning has also been found in another study. Leigh
(2002) found professional development to have a direct impact on meaningful and lasting
school change while implementing school reform. Being that school reform consisted of
a repertoire ofnewly learned or used teaching strategies and styles, it is quite essential
that teachers be given various opportunities to participate in meaningful professional
development activities. Leigh studied the effects that professional development had on
school reform implementation. In her study, she found that teacher learning was key to
the successful implementation process and that schools, as institutions, needed to be
environments that fostered high levels of continuous teacher learning and development
throughout each school year and that such training must be consistent in theory as well as
in practice.
Tucker and Codding (1999) have found a particular professional development
activity in Japan to be effective. They described an adult learning activity that involves
teacher discussions focused on actual student work. This professional development
activity is xmique because they have found that the faculty comes together and discusses
individual student lessons in teacher meetings. In these meetings, teachers discuss the
lessons taught and analyze whether or not these lessons were foimd to be effective in the
classroom. They bring actual student work to such meetings and explain the successes of
the students. This professional development activity can be found to be innovative in
nature because it is not commonly found in the traditional school setting. The traditional
approach typically involves a specialist. This specialist usually visits the school and tells
teachers what works in a workshop situation, which is usually ineffective. However,
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using this approach that has been found in Japan is different because actual student
performance is discussed and the various teaching methods used to arrive to such
successes are the topic ofdiscussion. The outcome of such an experience is invaluable to
any educator when implementing change, because the focus is on the actions of the
students rather than the action of the adults.
Another form ofprofessional development that has been found to be effective is
coaching. Coaching is a relationship between a coach and the participant. Through the
coaching process, discovery, goal setting, strategic actions, and results are all components
of this experience. It involves impacting people’s visions and values, helping them to
reshape their way of being, thinking, and acting (Hargrove, 1995). Because coaching is
supportive in the sense that the coach directly assists the teacher by guiding the teacher
through the process of improving on his/her strengths and weaknesses, it is a method of
professional development that has proven to strengthen teaching effectiveness by creating
change, and positively impacting student achievement.
The purpose of coaching is to expand the individual’s and or group’s capacity to
obtain the desired result and to facilitate individual and /or organizational development.
Several benefits of coaching have been found. Some of the benefits shared at the
Georgia’s Choice National Conference (2003) include the following:
• The teacher expands his/her capacity to create the desired outcome.
• The coach expands his/her capacity to connect with other individuals, helps
set goals, develops coaching relationships, and assists in implementing a
course of action.
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• The school builds and develops its staff.
• Individuals and teams operate more efficiently and effectively.
• The school strengthens and enhances structures, policies, and procedures.
• Lasting positive organizational results are achieved.
America’s Choice School Reform Design implements the coaching component in its
program. As previously mentioned in the introduction, there are two coaches, the upper
literacy coach, and the lower literacy coach. Each coach represents various grade levels
and they are responsible for on-going training and professional development for the staff
The following figure represents the impact that various forms of staff development have
had on teachers after teacher training has occurred. Table 4 represents the 1995 findings
of Joyce and Showers’ study on the effectiveness of coaching. From this figure, one can
see that coaching in the work setting has been proven to be the most effective form of








Presentation ofConcepts and Theory 85% 15% 10%
Demonstration ofBehavior 85% 18% 10%
Low-Risk Practice with Feedback 85% 80% 10%
Coaching in theWork Setting 90% 90% 80%
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The National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE) is an advocate of the
theory behind professional learning communities. One will find aspects of this theory
present in America’s Choice and other school reform initiatives. This theory reorganizes
the structure of the school and creates professional relationships vertically, horizontally
and school-wide. When professional learning communities are present in a school
program, professional development activities are focused more on the adult as the learner.
The first step to creating such a culture is to develop a shared vision, mission, and values
for the school, when doing so, the entire school is on one accord, and its goal is to have
every stakeholder speaking a common language. Another healthy feature that can be
found in a professional learning community is the evidence of teachers and instructional
staffmembers working collaboratively in teams to extend their professional knowledge
and to find realistic solutions for their existing problems. Once the various teams have
delineated such solutions, such a community would assume a shared responsibility for
student progress, as well as colleagues’ continuous professional growth. In these kinds of
communities, teachers want to improve their practice and seek various ways of doing so.
Additionally, such teachers remain research-minded and data-driven. These kinds of
communities are needed when implementing a successful school reform effort because
teachers feel a stronger sense ofaccountability. Not only are teaching practices and
standards changed, the overall climate of the school culture has changed as well.
Teachers are not afiraid to articulate what they do and why. Teachers aim for a deeper
understanding of teaching and learning as opposed to technical proficiency. In addition.
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most importantly, teachers have confidence in their professional judgment(s) about the
learning needs of individual students.
The NCEE outlined ways in which America’s Choice schools design and foster
professional learning communities in its school reform program, they are as follows:
• Leadership Team
• Principal’s Network
• Teacher Meetings and Study Groups
• Planning for Results (by setting school, grade and class targets, as well as
plans)
• Small Learning Communities
• Class Teacher
The information found in the literature and programs studied above should create a
mental picture ofprofessional development needs in the minds of the reader. It is the
researcher’s hope that one can derive an improved understanding ofhow effective
professional development activities are organized. The next section has been dedicated
to a review of the literature that relates the school curriculum.
Section 4: School Curriculum
Grades are only as good as the assessment system from which they are
drawn. Grades are clear if clear standards and criteria are used. (Wiggins,
1994)
It should be noted that over time, the school curriculum has been defined in
various terms. Dr. Hueneke (1996), then a professor ofcurriculum at Georgia State
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University once described the school curriculum as being any school activity,
expectation, experience, or involvement that students are exposed to at the school dming
school hours. This definition encompasses a range of student occurrences. It has been
challenging for school educators to develop one definition applicable to the notion of
what a school curriculum means.
In Phillip C. Schlechty’s Book entitled. Working on the Work (2002), Schlechty
identified five standards that would be evident in a school where the concept of
“Working on the Work” was deeply embedded in the school culture. Standard 3 of his
designated standards is a standard that directly relates to the school curriculiun. This
standard addresses content and substance of instruction. It is within this context that one
would find that the teachers and administrators of a Quality School, as defined by
Schlechty, would have a clear, consistent, and shared understanding ofwhat students are
expected to know and ofwhat students would be able to do at various grade levels.
Schlechty also stated that this understanding was consistent with such official statements
of expectations as both state standards and standards established by local boards. In
Quality Schools, teachers and administrators also had a reasonable assessment of student
interest in the topics suggested by these expectations and standards. The key factors of
this standard reflect that the expectations are both known and clear to the teachers,
students, and parents.
Often times the school’s curriculum is inclusive of lists of stated objectives that
students must learn at various grade levels. Harry Wong (1998) stated that objectives
were what a student must achieve in order to accomplish what the teacher states are to be
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learned, comprehended, or mastered. These objectives set clear goals for students and
ensure that students understand those goals are the first component of direct instruction.
These goals or objectives are the groundwork for teacher instruction, student evaluation,
and academic achievement.
The users of the AC school reform model use international objectives that are
called standards. The international standards are standards that have been identified by
educators and researchers to be standards that will prepare students to compete with peers
from around the world. This global approach to teaching writing has been researched
based and proven to be effective. Each grade level is assigned a different group/strand of
objectives to teach at each grade level.
AC standards and objectives are critical to the implementation of this school
reform, because it is essential that both teachers and students know what is expected of
them. Lorin Anderson (1993) found that to maximize learning and to minimize
disruptions, students must understand clearly, what is expected of them. Anderson has
found that there are four points that students need to know in order to maximize their full
learning potential, these items include the following:
1. What students are to learn;
2. How students are to learn;
3. How students are to demonstrate what they have learned; and
4. A description ofhow the quality of student learning will be evaluated.
In this study, the researcher has found that four points are expected from the teacher as
the practitioner and the student as the learner in the America’s Choice School reform.
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Marc Tucker and Judy Codding (1998) researched various curricular standards
that have been set by several school districts in America. As a result of their extensive
research, they designed a book for educators entitled, Standards For Our Schools. In this
book, they set out to provide educators with a framework for educators and aimed to
show educators how to set standards, how to measure standards and how reach such
standards. Tucker and Codding included a section entitled. Principles of Learning in
their book. They are convinced that when applying these principles to the school
curriculum, an effective school-learning environment will take way. These principles
include the following:
• Getting all students to achieve at high levels depends on clear expectations
that are the same for all students.
• All students need a thinking curriculum-one that provides a deep
understanding of the subject and the ability to apply that understanding to
the complex, real-world problems that the student will face as an adult.
• Students learn best in two types of circumstances: when they are seeking
and using knowledge and skills to address problems that challenge and
engage them and when they are teaching others.
• People learn well when working beside an expert who models skilled
practice and encourages and guides learners as they create products or
performances for audiences whose reactions really matter.
According to Tucker and Codding (1998), when implementing school reform,
schools should work to build standards-based classrooms. As earlier stated, standards
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should dictate and manage the instructional program. The standards set should also be
supported by high expectations set forth by the teacher. It is clearly evident that a teacher
sets such expectations when the classroom shows evidence of the learning standards
displayed in the class and when these standards are aligned with the materials and
resources for students to use. There should be a direct correlation between the
expectations set forth by the teacher and the textbooks, software, artifacts, student work
produced and literature available to the student.
In addition to the other factors that contribute to an effective school curriculum,
Mumane and Levy (1996) have found that there are three important kinds ofpowerful
knowledge components that should be included in a school’s curriculum. These three
aspects include the new basics, discipline-based subjects, and skills. The new basics
provide the foundations of learning, examples include the following:
• The ability to read at the ninth-grade level or higher
• The ability to do math at the ninth-grade level or higher
• The ability to solve semi-structured problems where hypotheses must be
formed and tested.
• The ability to work in groups with persons of various backgrounds
• The ability to communicate effectively, both orally and in writing
• The ability to use personal computers to carry out simple tasks
Tucker and Codding also suggest that a standards-driven instructional program is
evident when teachers collaborate and plan instruction based on an analysis of student
work. Teachers should come together and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of their
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student’s output. The strengths and weaknesses discussed should be arbitrated against
the standards and objectives.
One of the first steps to improving the curriculum at your school includes
analyzing the curriculum that is currently in place. It is also suggested that when
choosing a school reform, it is critical that the principal and leadership team look at such
programs and analyze its prescribed curriculum standards to see how it matches the needs
ofyour own student population.
In this study, the researcher depicted how the America’s Choice School Reform
Program used their international curriculum and standards to drive the instructional
program. The researcher also illustrated the feelings and perceptions of the instructional
staff as it related to incorporating the curriculum standards set by this school reform.
Next, the researcher took a review of the literature that supported instructional practices
used in various studied school reform initiatives.
Section 5: Instructional Practices
During Wong’s (1998) action research as a practitioner, he found that preparation
and presentation ofall lesson materials, reading assignments, worksheets, multimedia,
lectures, and activities must be done for one reason only-to teach to the criteria. The
criterion that is expected to be used in the AC School Reform Model is reflective in the
form ofobjectives or standards that students are expected to meet; this is a part of the
curriculum. The means recommended are reflective in the expectations set for the
instructional practices and strategies recommended.
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When developing the writing standards and objectives for the AC school design, a
strong focus was placed on student engagement being the outcome (Sable 2003).
According to Sable, the architects of this program researched some of the commonly used
teaching practices that have led to high rates of academic success and achievement. It
was through extensive research that the founders ofAC realized that there was a direct
relationship between instructional practices and student engagement.
Danielson (1996) is also a supporter of student engagement and instruction. She
has concluded that successful instruction requires the active and invested participation of
all parties. She has found that effective teaching practices include activities and
assignments that
• Emphasize problem-based learning;
• Permit student choice and initiative;
• Encourage depth rather than breadth;
• Require student thinking; and
• Are designed to be relevant and authentic.
While studying the implementation ofAC, the researcher found that these noted
components are consistent with the school reform’s design.
Another instructional practice that is key to maximizing student learning is
grouping. Grouping students allows the teacher to hone in on student strengths and
weaknesses during the instructional time. Student grouping is effective when the teacher
has a good understanding of the developmental levels and needs ofhis/her students.
Abrami, Lou, Chambers, Poulsen, and Spence (2000) have found that grouping is most
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effective when the outcomes measured are developed locally, when teachers are trained
on grouping strategies and pedagogy, when cooperative learning methods are used and
when students are groped according to ability and other considerations.
There is another instructional strategy that has been found to be effective. This
strategy is used in several school programs and is referred to as looping. Looping is an
instructional practice that involves a single-graded class of students staying with the same
teacher for two or more years. This practice has been used in several school systems in
America, as well as Europe. This practice has been found to be effective for several
supportive reasons. Hanson (1995) has found that instructional time is maximized with
this practice because of the yielded increased benefits that are found from the time spent
developing social skills and cooperative group strategies. There is also a stronger sense
of commimity and family among parents, students, and teachers, which has been found to
yield high levels of student achievement (Checkley, 1995). Additionally, it has been
found that there are more opportunities available to tailor the curriculum to meet
individual student needs. It is also significant to note that it has been found that a gain of
almost a month of teaching time can be achieved, due to the fact that the time for getting
acquainted with new students is eliminated and there isn’t as much of a need for review
because the teacher is already familiar with his/her students socially, and most
importantly, academically.
Project Families Are Students and Teachers (F.A.S.T). is a program that has been
implemented in Cleveland, Ohio. In this program, looping was an instructional strategy
used and the school found it to be of educational value. Students in the F.A.S.T. program
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indicated substantially higher reading and mathematics achievement scores on
standardized tests. In addition, F.A.S.T. teachers reported an increased sense of
ownership for student outcomes (both positive and negative) and a heightened sense of
efficacy. Parents reported feeling more respected by the school’s personnel (Hampton,
Mumford, & Bond, 1997). The participants of this program attribute most of its
experienced success to the looping component.
In America’s Choice the instructional materials and teaching strategies are both
demanding and engaging. National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE, 2002).
The foundation has chosen tools that have been found to successfully motivate students
and has thusly helped them to succeed. Materials, strategies, and safety nets have been
proven to bridge the gap between academic standards and classroom teaching. The AC
model uses diagnostic data to help teachers identify each student’s starting points and
plan their instruction according to their student’s needs. Some of the most prevalent
teaching strategies that AC consists of include focused teaching, direct instruction,
conferencing, looping, and practice sessions (NCEE). Perceptions of these various
instructional strategies have been researched in this study.
Summary
As one can see, there are several necessary components that are involved when
implementing school reform in a traditional school program. In this study, the researcher
found that effectual implementation of school reform programs are possible when the
school works relentlessly to alter the organizational structure of the school’s persormel,
when the principal ensures that the focus is on improving the instructional practices used.
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when the staff works to align and tweak the instructional curriculum and, by continuously
training the teaching the instructional staff through the use ofmeaningful professional
development activities. These key ingredients are the components used to guide the
premise of this case study. The researcher used these fundamental principles to steer the
research questions and to gain an imderstanding of the perspectives and feelings of the
teachers and staff at the school studied in this case study, as they relate to the
implementation of the America’s Choice School Reform Design.
CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
According to Merriam (1998), a research study is best undertaken when there is
the presence of some idea ofwhat you want to do and, what you want to know as the
researcher. The theoretical framework in a study consists of the researcher’s questions.
These inquiries guide the plan of study. The set of questions proposed by the researcher
are derived from the theoretical framework of the study. This section will explain the
theoretical framework used to control, guide, and underline the premise of this study.
Theory allows seeing what we would otherwise miss; it helps us anticipate and
make sense of events. That is to say, that the things we observe in the field, the questions
we ask of participants, and the documents we attend to are determined by our theoretical
framework (Merriam, 1998). According to Merriam, qualitative research is designed to
inductively build rather than to test concepts, hypotheses, and theories. This theoretical
model is crucial to qualitative study because it determines what we do not see, do not ask,
and do not mention. The scaffolding, structure, and frame of this study that Merriam
discusses will link examinations of the perceptions and observations of the participants as
they implemented the America’s Choice School Reform Model at the elementary school
studied. This study uses concepts, terms, and practices of this reform model that have
worked to increase student achievement in writing.
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The researcher used derived research questions to identify the phenomenon of the
America’s Choice School Reform Model. As opposed to testing relationships among
variables, the researcher interpreted the perceptions, feelings, and experiences of the
participating teachers and administrators. This conception was supported by Strauss and
Corbin, (1990) when they explained that qualitative research does not involve the
researcher making statements about relationships between dependent and independent
variables as one would see in a quantitative study. The researcher acted as a practitioner,
observer, and participant in this study.
Additionally, the theoretical framework of this study is drawn from the review of
literature, which primarily focuses on school reform implementation. Merriam (1998)
also stated the following:
Besides providing a foundation—a theoretical framework—for the
problem to be investigated, the literature review can demonstrate how
the present study advances, refines, or revises what is already known...
Previous literature can also be drawn upon to make the case that the
present study is necessary, urgent, and important to undertake, (p. 51)
After reviewing the literature available on the study topics of school reform, America’s
Choice, and student achievement, the researcher discovered gaps in the information
presented. The problem identified in this study focuses on the fact that that although
there are several school reform models, there is not a lot of data available that supports
the perceptions of teachers and administrators; perception specifically based on the
implementation process of school reforms and the components thereof. Most of the
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supportive research found was designed by quantitative study and not qualitative, this
leaves out the feelings and attitudes of the stakeholders. Additionally, there is not a lot of
supportive research on America’s Choice School Reform Model and its implementation
experiences among practitioners. The researcher also failed to find any research on
America’s Choice presented in the form of a case study that focused on the feelings and
experiences of school employees. Lastly, there was very little research study conducted
on the writing achievement of students. Again, America’s Choice School Reform is a
unique program because it places a lot of emphasis on developing student-writing skills.
Although many educational practitioners identified writing as an area of academia that
needs improvement, there was no qualitative research data observed by the researcher.
A review of the literature indicates the prevalence of five major factors/concepts
of the America’s Choice model. These concepts included the following:
1. School organization;
2. Professional development;
3. The school curriculum;
4. Instructional practices; and
5. Student achievement.
The researcher used the five major concepts listed above to work as the analytical lenses
through which a clearer imderstanding of reform implementation could be derived, and
these lenses were used as the theoretical framework of this study. The America’s Choice
School Reform program is a reform design that aims to improve writing and language
arts skills among students. Several schools aroxmd the nation have adopted this program.
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America’s Choice works to alter the management of the school, as well as the curriculum
and instructional practices. There are several expectations that participating schools must
incorporate when striving for full implementation. Some of these expectations include
setting goals, training staff, observing classroom instruction, and allowing for a one-hour
writing block daily.
The faculty and staffof school studied chose the America’s Choice School
Reform program. The staffwas given the opportunity to vote on several school reforms
selected and they were instructed to choose a reform that they felt would best fit the
needs of their student population. Standardized test scores from the Georgia Criterion
Reference Test and results from the state writing test were taken into consideration when
the reform model was selected. As the staff reviewed the test data, they found that test
scores were significantly high in language arts/reading and math, the staff chose to adopt
America’s Choice because of its heavy emphasis on writing. It was felt that the students
at the studied elementary school could benefit from a writing program that allows for
creativity, organization, and skill building. Implementation ofAmerica’s Choice School
Reform program began in 2002 at the school studied. The primary goal and function of
the program was to increase student-writing skills among all of the students served.
When implementing America’s Choice, the teachers were trained extensively on
writing strategies. The principal was expected to incorporate one hour ofwriting into
the master schedule for each classroom. This designated hour is called the Writer’s
Workshop. The Writer’s Workshop is broken up into three segments of time. The first
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15 minutes is called the opening, the following 35 minutes is called the student work
period, and the last 10-minute segment of time is called the author’s chair (Figure 2).
As mentioned in the review of literature, school reform is often difficult to
implement in schools because people often resist change. Teachers find it difficult to
accept the responsibilities and directives expected from school reform programs because
of a various reasons. Some of these reasons include; they do not think the program is any
better or different from their way of teaching, they do not believe that the new program
will last very long, and they do not feel that the program is important to implement
(Barth, 2001). Therefore, another aspect of the theoretical framework used in this study
is derived from focusing on the fact that true effectiveness is measured by the actual buy-
in from staff and stakeholders, and the actual engagement that teachers show evidence of
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while teaching in their classrooms along with the importance of the principal fully
realizing and believing that his/her role is that of a change agent and that of an
instructional leader.
In this case study, there are various terms that were frequently used by
practitioners, trainers and by the administration. These terms are defined in the section
below, entitled, Definition ofTerms.
Definition ofTerms
Although this study does not explore the relationship between variables, the
researcher did however, develop, and use various terms throughout. For clarity to the
reader, the major reappearing terms are as follows:
Curriculum: The curriculum ofAmerica’s Choice has changed in that we no
longer use state standards to teacher the writing process and writing skills to our students.
International standards are now used during the writing block. These international
standards are clearly stated and delineated by grade level. Each standard has relating
elements. These standards should prepare our students with the ability to compete with
their peers aroimd the world.
Professional Development: Professional development activities recommended by
the school reform have changed also. The activities now place a strong emphasis study
groups, standard based instruction and the instructional strategies recommended by the
America’s Choice program. Teachers are trained throughout the school year. All skills
learned in the training sessions are to be used immediately in the classroom by the
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teacher. The new skills taught to the teachers are observed daily for two hours by the
principal.
Student Achievement: Student achievement in this study is limited to the subject
ofwriting only.
Test Data: Test data refers to documented results of student assessments on
standardized tests, ongoing teacher assessments and other forms of assessments to
determine student understanding of standards taught.
The Instructional Practices: The instructional practices that have been
recommended by America’s Choice differ greatly from the practices traditionally used.
Students are now protected with a one-hour, uninterrupted writing block of time.
Throughout this hour of instruction, teachers teach the writing skill, allow students to
work on a writing piece, and allow students to share their writing piece with their peers.
The teacher employs various teaching strategies that they have been trained to use during
the Writer’s Workshop.
The School Organization focused on the various roles of certain staffmembers
that have changed throughout the implementation process ofAmerica’s Choice. The role
of the principal is now more of an instructional leader. The principal is the leader of the
vision. The assistant principal has been changed to the design coach. It is the
responsibility of the design coach to manage the program and the vision. In addition to
the change in leadership, there have been two additional roles added to the personnel
hierarchy. Two former classroom teachers now serve in the role of upper and lower
literacy coaches. These coaches support and facilitate the implementation process in the
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classroom. The upper literacy coach was responsible for training the teaching staffof
teachers who teach grades 3-5 and the lower literacy coach was responsible for training
the teaching staffof grades K-2.
Writer's Workshop: Writers Workshop refers to the one hour writing block of
time that students are to experience daily into the classroom. The Writer’s Workshop
includes an opening with amini lesson, the student work period, which includes
independent writing, student and teacher conferencing, peer talk, drafting, editing and
publishing. The author’s chair is also included in the Writer’s Workshop. This involves
the students reading their writing pieces to the class.
This research proposes to examine key components of school reform
implementation and to derive to an understanding ofhow these components have
influenced the school culture of the elementary school studied.
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited to the study of reform implementation ofAmerica’s Choice
at one school in Atlanta, Georgia. Although this study aimed to provide insight about the
implementation process of a school reform model, the school reform model is limited to
that ofAmerica’s Choice. In addition, the subject that America’s Choice works to
improve will be writing in this study. This study is limited to understanding and
interpreting the perceptions, feelings, insights, and experiences of the staffat the school
studied. An additional limitation is also observed in that this study required subjects to
be interviewed, leading the researcher to assume that the reported information is truthful.
Therefore, a further limitation of this study obtained is dealing with the aspect ofhonesty
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and accuracy of the respondents involved (Clark Atlanta University, Department of
Educational Leadership, 2000). Protection relative to these mentioned limitations have
been taken in this study to protect the integrity of the findings. These protective
measures have been outlined in Chapter Four.
Summary
This study is a qualitative study that views the implementation of school reform
and student achievement as a process. The researcher constructed a solid meaning of
school reform implementation and student achievement through the use of examination.
Examination ofparticipant voices, experiences, and perceptions were used to derive an
imderstanding of the processes of school reform implementation. The theoretical
fi'amework used in this study is scaffolding as indicated by Merriam (1998). Scaffolding
was used to make predictions and to provide explanations that relate to the phenomenon
of school reform implementation that took place at the studied in this research process.
According to Glesne and Peshkin (1992), the ultimate function of theory is explanation
and predictions are made, this will assist the practitioners in better understanding the




According to Reichardt and Cook (1979), the research methodology for this case
study consists of an explanation. This explanation discovers or confirms the research
process used to determine whether or not the treatment used in the study had the expected
or intended effects anticipated. This case study focused on the implementation of
America’s Choice School Reform Design. America’s Choice is a design that consists of
various instructional elements and components. Americas Choice (AC) is unique
because many of the expected procedures, details, and conditions of this design differ
from those of other school reform models; this case study will depict such differences.
The purpose of this study is to examine the various elements of the AC School Reform
Design and to explore teacher and administrator perceptions of how this reform
influenced the instructional program at one elementary school. The methodology used
for this study is described in this chapter.
Design of the Study
Case studies help us to imderstand the various processes that take place during
events, projects, and programs. Case studies also allow us to discover context
characteristics of events, projects and programs that help the reader to better
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understand the procedures used to derive a conclusion (Sanders, 1981). The researcher of
this study aimed to explore the America’s Choice School Reform Model, with the goal of
identifying specific influences that may have had an affect on school reform
implementation.
This study is qualitative in nature. Melroy, (2002) notes that qualitative research
requires the researcher to investigate various actions and reactions from human beings.
The humans being investigated, act as the research instrument of the study. Investigating
such, requires personal contact with the study, this makes qualitative research different
from quantitative research. This study uses the case study method to examine the school
reform implementation process at one school. In this case study, three methods were




Interviews were transcribed and observations scripted. From these, themes were
identified. In conjunction with an analysis of relative documents, findings and
conclusions were made.
Qualitative research assumes that meaning lies within people’s experiences and
that this meaning is mediated through the investigator’s own perception. Fully
understanding the America’s Choice School Reform implementation required the
consideration of the individual’s own perceptions and subjective apprehensions.
Perceptions of the activity are valuable to the field of education because it is important
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that educational leaders know whether or not the components and elements of the school
reform are being used and whether or not these components and elements of the school
reform truly work to improve student achievement. Table 5 outlines the demographics of
the participants.
Table 5















1-10 years 0 13
11-20 years 1 4




















Merriam (1998) suggests that a descriptive case study in education is one that
presents a detailed account of the phenomenon. Such studies often form a database for
future comparisons and theory building. Upon completion of this study, educators will
be aware of some significant contributing factors ofa school program that lead a school
towards academic improvement. Educators will also be able to gleam from the pertinent
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information found and will be able to understand some of the relating characteristics of
the school reform implementation process that promote high levels of intensity.
During the 2000 Convocation held by the superintendent of a large urban school
district, the platform and systematic goals to the members of this school system were
explained the participants. She explained to the members that upon her arrival to the
school system, she developed a strategic plan for school improvement. This plan
involved school reform. Her goal was to have each school in the system to participate in
a school reform. Each school was given the opportunity to choose a school reform that
they felt would meet the academic needs of their school. In an effort to achieve her goals
and expectations, the school in this case study chose America’s Choice to be their school
reform because ofwriting deficiencies that were observed among the student population.
Since the school system’s superintendent mandated that all schools adopt a school
reform, the faculty and staff of the school studied analyzed their current school program
to identify their school’s needs. A Needs Assessment was used to analyze their current
state. The following programs were reviewed:
Demographics
The elementary school studied is a Title I school, with a student population being
99% African American and 1% Hispanic. Ninety percent of the Miles population
qualifies for free lunch assistance.
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Review ofthe School’s Programs
The elementary school studied had a number ofprograms that aimed to increase
student achievement. Being that the school system’s superintendent placed a strong
emphasis on meeting annual school targets and goals, many of the school programs were
aligned with the Georgia Quality Core Curriculum, this curriculum is a set of objectives
that are designed to drive student instruction. The programs that this elementary school
participated in include;
Open Court: Open Court is a language arts program that places a heavy emphasis
on phonics, phonemic awareness, and word attack skills. This program is a scripted
program that is designed for students in grades K-2. All teachers of kindergarten, first
and second grades were trained on the usage ofOpen Court and used this program during
their language arts skills block. The purpose for using this program was to supplement
the basic skills that students were missing in the language arts program.
Tiger Tutorial: Tiger Tutorial is an after-school program that was designed for
students in grades 3-5. Students, who were identified as low performing, based on
standardized test scores in reading and math were selected to participate in this
program.
The purpose of this program was to catch these low performing students up, so
that they would get as close to grade level as possible.
Wednesday Tutorial: Wednesday Tutorial is designed for any student who wishes
to receive additional help and assistance in any subject. Every Wednesday, each
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homeroom teacher is responsible for setting aside one hour after school to tutor students
who have parent permission to participate in these services.
Readers First: Readers First is a reading program that was funded by the state of
Georgia to assist title I schools in their reading instruction. This program set aside a 2
and a half hour block of reading instruction for all students in grades K-5. Many books
on various genres of literature were selected in this initiative. Students were also
assessed monthly. The assessment tool used was the Basic Literacy Test (BLT), which is
a comprehensive reading assessment. This assessment determines each child’s reading
abilities, strengths, and weaknesses in the areas of comprehension, word attack, and
phonemic awareness and sentence structure.
Test Scores: After carefully reviewing the school’s programs, the staff began to
carefully analyze their test scores. Realizing that the majority of their students met or
exceeded state standards in reading and math on the Georgia Criteria Reference
Competency Test, the staff reviewed their student’s writing performance of the Georgia
Writing Test. It became apparent that the staff provided adequate instruction and
resource in the areas of reading and math. Therefore, writing instruction became their
focus.
During the 2001-2002 school year, this school began to research various school
reform models and to find the design that would work best for their school culture and
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needs, specifically their needs in the area ofwriting. Ultimately, America’s Choice
School Reform was chosen because of its strong emphasis on writing. The staff voted
unanimously on America’s Choice as their school reform option.
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Participant Selection
The participants of this study included classroom teachers and school
administrators. The elementary school studied is composed of kindergarten through fifth
grade classrooms. Each grade level consists of three teachers, for a total of eighteen
teachers in the school. The administrative participants included the school principal, the
instructional specialist, the upper literacy coach, and the primary literacy coach, all of
whom play critical roles in the implementation of the school reform.
All of the participants in this study were interviewed. One-hour interviews were
conducted with 18 teachers, the upper literacy coach, the lower literacy coach and the
principal. The interviews were taped and then transcribed and were used as the primary
source of data collections for this case study.
In addition to the interviews, classroom observations were conducted as well.
Over a two-year period, observations of the writer’s workshop, which is the
instructional block for teaching writing, were conducted. Observations of writing
lessons in grades kindergarten through the fifth grade were scripted and notes were
taken throughout the sixty-minute lessons. The writer’s workshop block consisted of
three segments. These segments included the opening, the work period and the author’s
chair. During the opening of the lesson, the observer scripted the mini-lessons being
taught to the students. The mini-lessons included three different kinds ofmini-lessons.
These lessons included procedural, craft and skill. The observer noted standards being
taught in all grade levels and the observer noted the teaching strategies and tools used
by the teacher to teach each lesson. The work period follows the mini lesson and it
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lasts for forty minutes. During this time, the observer documented the various student
activities that the students participated in. These activities led to student mastery of the
standards being taught. Various student activities used during the work period involved
students conferencing with the teacher, students working in peer groups, students
working independently or students publishing a final writing piece. Lastly, the closing,
which consists of the author’s chair, was observed in all grade level too. The author’s
chair is a segment of the writer’s workshop that gives each student the opportunity to
read his/her writing accomplishment(s) for that day. The student’s peers give oral
feedback to the participating student and lets him/her know how they have met the
standard and what that student needs to do to improve his/her writing piece.
Observations of the author’s chair were documented. During this time the observer
scripted the comments and feedback given to the student. All observations for a two-
year period were documented and used to identify recurring patterns. Supportive
documents such as student writings, training materials, test scores from the State of
Georgia Writing Assessment, as well as test data from the New Standards Reference
Exam were collected during the two-year period as well and used, along with the
interviews to identify recurring themes.
Working With Human Subjects
The researcher ensured that high levels of confidentiality were maintained
throughout the study to protect all human subjects involved. Permission to use interviews
for this study was given by the participants. The participants were also given the
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opportxmity to decline the answering of any questions and they were given the
opportunity to withdraw from the study at any time.
Data Analysis
The case study analysis methods used included tallying, coding, and
categorizing collected data. Interviews, observations, and document data were all
analyzed and juxtaposed. Summaries, conclusions, and findings were developed;
careful consideration to relative themes were given as well and played a key role in the
overall findings that were noted.
Data Validity and Trustworthiness
To assist the researcher with ensuring internal reliability and validity, Merriam
(1998) suggests several strategies. In an effort to strengthen the areas of internal
reliability and validity, the researcher used a variety of approaches to assist with this
effort. The tactics chosen included the following:
• Triangulation-Using multiple investigators, multiple sources of data or
multiple methods to confirm the emerging findings;
• Member Checks-Taking data and tentative interpretations back to the people
from whom they were derived and asking them if the results are plausible;
and
• Peer examination and the investigator’s position-Asking colleagues to
comment on the findings as they emerge; and .
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• Long-Term Observations-This consists of long-term observations (a two
year study) being conducted at the research site or repeated observations of
the same phenomenon. (Merriam, 1998)
All participants involved were given the opportunity to review the results before
the triangulation was applied to the study. The researcher informed all participating
subjects of their rights. The researcher also made the purpose of this study clear to all
subjects involved. All participation was done on a volunteer basis and specific
information shared was done on an anonymous basis.
Data Collection Procedures
This case study used a research method design that called for qualitative research
elements such as: detailed descriptions of activities, behaviors and actions recorded in
observations and excerpts, quotations, or entire passages extracted from various types of
documents (Merriam, 1998). The primary data-collecting process involved the
conducting of interviews and these interviews were used as the primary data source. The
researcher taped each interview session and took notes throughout the interview
processes. Upon completion of the interview sessions, the taped sessions were
transcribed and reviewed in an attempt to identify patterns. All of the information
collected through interviews, observations, and documents were analyzed by the
researcher and sorted to identify patterns. Structured observations amplified the
interviews and documented data. Results of the documents, observations, and interviews





Research Tools Categories Patterns Themes
Interviews PLC 1. PLC
Study Groups 2. Teacher Meetings
Principal Networks Teacher as Learner 3. Coaching
Principal as Leader Study Groups 4. Standards
Design Team PLC 5. Teacher as
Coaching Facilitator
Observations Small Learning Teacher Meetings
Communities Teacher as Learner
Teacher Meetings Coaching
Teacher as Learner Standards









Analysis of historical documents and data were used to add to the conclusions and
findings of this study. Berg (2001) stated that the case study method involves
systematically gathering enough information about a particular person, social setting,
event or group to permit the researcher to effectively understand how it operates or
functions.
Upon completion of the data collection, the researcher read over the material
twice. Bogdan and Bilklen (1998) suggested that the researcher read over the data at
least twice during long undisturbed periods. After reading the data, the researcher
identified themes by using the coding process. From this coding process, 16 categories
emerged. These themes included professional learning communities, small learning
conamunities, teachers as learners, teachers as facilitators, principal networks, teacher
meetings, study groups, literacy trainings, standards, aligned instructional systems,
assessments, analysis of student work, facilitate, principal as instructional leader, design
team, coaching, and writer’s workshop. From the 16 categories, the researcher developed
a color-coding system so that the emerging patterns could be ranked according to the
number of times the categories re-emerged. From this color coding system, nine patterns
were identified, these patterns included principal as instructional leader, coaching,
teacher as learners, teacher meetings, study groups, standards, assessments, teacher as
facilitator, and analysis of student work. From these eight patterns there were five major
themes including principal as instructional leader, professional learning communities,
teacher meetings, coaching, standards, and the teacher as facilitator.
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Reporting
When aiming to discover such an interpretation, the researcher must rely on the
perceptions of the participants, leaving the researcher to depend on the information
gathered through interviews, observations, and documents. Being that the researcher
places such a heavy reliance on one’s field notes, observations and a number of other
field research strategies, the analysis of the data is presented in a narrative form (Berg,
2001). Therefore, in Chapters V and VI, the researcher analyzed and reported this
information through the use of a narrative account, and much of the data presented was
quoted.
Scope and Limitations
This study was confined to the following:
• There was little research available on the America’s Choice implementation
process.
• The research was limited to one elementary school.
• The participants in this study may be dishonest.
• The study was limited to instructional practices that relate to only writing.
• Student achievement was limited to research examination on the subject of
writing only.
• The researcher acted as both practitioner and researcher.
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Researcher Access
Practitioner research is insider research done by the practitioner using his or her
own site as the focus of the study (Anderson, Herr, & Nihlen, 1994). It is hoped that
educators will use this information to enhance their instructional program and practices.
Throughout the conduction of this study, the researcher served as the Instructional
Liaison Specialist at the school site and the Design Coach of the school reform.
Throughout the duration of this study, the researcher acted as the interviewer, the
observer, and the collector of data. As mentioned in the internal and external validity
section of this chapter, several strategies were incorporated to protect the soundness and
strength of the data collected.
Summary
The role of the practitioner in a study has value. Berg (2001) explains that in such
a study, the researcher is a partner with the study population. This type of research can
be viewed as more value-laden than other more traditional research roles and endeavors
because the practitioner has the opportimity to contribute his/her expertise when needed,
this can be beneficial when aiming to close gaps in the research findings and when
striving to fully comprehend and disaggregate the data.
This chapter worked to elucidate the researcher methodology used in this
study. One should understand the tools used to gather the relative data, the strategies
used to protect the validity of the findings and the role that the researcher assumed during
the research process.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introduction
Merriam (1998) suggests that the researcher use at least three strategies to conduct
a case study research. The three strategies used in this case study included interviewing,
observing, and analyzing documents relevant to the study. Patton (1990) emphasizes the
fact that multiple strategies of research sources of information are needed because no
single source of information can be trusted to provide such a comprehensive perspective.
By using a combination of observations, interviewing, and document analysis, the
fieldwork is able to use different data sources to validate and cross check findings
(p. 244).
This chapter presents an analysis of the data collected over a two-year period and
describes the findings. The purpose of this study was to examine the implementation
process of the America’s Choice School Reform and to see how the implementation
process affected student achievement in writing and to see how this reform changed the
instructional practices, curriculum expectations, professional development activities, and
instructional leadership.
The timeframe of this study took place over a two-year period. The overall
implementation process ofAmerica’s Choice has been considered a success. Due to the
implementation of this school reform, the writing test scores, according to the State of
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GeorgiaWriting Assessment, have increased. Another form of assessment used to
determine the reform’s success is the New Standards Reference Exam. According to this
exam, there has been a ten-percentage point increase in writing skills among fourth grade
students. According to the Spring 2004 test results, students have experienced an 8%
increase in language arts at the elementary school that is the subject of this case study;
this increase has been attributed to the implementation of the Writer’s Workshop,
because there are skill lessons that teachers have taught.
The America’s Choice School Reform continues and this research study provides
the administrators, teachers and pubic with the perceptions of the overall implementation
process. This case study also provides all educational leaders with the framework to
encourage a change making process in the school’s instructional program.
Eighteen teachers (the three teachers on each grade level) participated in focus
interviews, the principal, the media specialist, the counselor and the two literacy coaches
were interviewed for this case study too. The interviews took place during the spring of
2003. The interviews were conducted at school site. The interviews were taped and
transcribed and each interview lasted for approximately 30 minutes. Upon completion of
the drawing together of the information needed to form conclusions of this study, the
researcher closely examined the interview transcripts and formed themes. The other
documents used to analyze the study included the school improvement plans, classroom
observations, writing test scores and impact checks and informal surveys
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Themes
As previously stated, this study depended on the collection of relative documents,
interviews, and observations. The compilation of the information found was used to
answer the research questions of this study. Upon the completion of this study, relative
themes emerged in relationship to the implementation process of the America’s Choice
School Reform. These themes are as follows:
1. Principal as Instructional Leader: The principal as the instructional leader
refers to the activities performed by the principal. These actions and activities
are relative to the implementation ofAmerica’s Choice and how the
principal’s leadership style has differed from before and after treatments of
the AC model.
2. Professional Learning Communities: The professional learning communities
refer to the commimities that were developed as a direct response to the
implementation ofAmerica’s Choice. Such communities consist of one
teacher from each grade level, and teams are formed accordingly. The
purpose of these communities is to bring about curriculum collaboration
between the Kindergartens through fifth grade levels. Some other distinctions
of the Professional Learning Communities include teacher meetings, class
looping and the over collegiality among staff
3. TeacherMeetings and/or Study Groups: Teacher meetings refer to the
meetings that now take place. As a result of the implementation ofAmerica’s
Choice School Reform, the two literacy coaches meet with all Kindergarten
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through fifth grade teachers weekly. The literacy coaches and teachers
discuss the teaching ofwriting and new strategies that should be used in the
school to effectively teach the standards.
4. Coaching: Coaching refers to the process used by the principal, the two
literacy coaches, and the design coach. Coaching is a professional
development or training process that is used to train teachers on the various
processes of the America’s Choice expectations. Coaching is a non¬
threatening approach to training teachers. It involves facilitation and guidance
rather than the use of superior power.
5. Standards and Curriculum Alignment: The standards and curriculum
alignment refers to the standards that are used to teach the writing process.
These standards differ from the Quality Core Curriculum. The Quality Core
Curriculum includes the set ofobjects that are currently used by teachers in
Georgia. The standards that are used in America’s Choice are performance
standards, which are different from objectives. Performance standards not
only dictate what the students should know at each grade level (like the
Quality Core Curriculum), but also explain what it looks like when the child
has met the standard.
6. Teacher as Facilitator: This theme refers to the notion that the role of the
teacher has changed from the teacher serving as the conveyor of knowledge to
the teacher serving as an assistant to the student’s learning process. In this
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process, the student plays an active role in their learning as opposed to the
student serving as the recipient of knowledge.
Principal as Instructional Leader
The principal as the instructional leader refers to the activities performed by the
principal. These actions and activities are relative to the implementation ofAmerica’s
Choice and how the principal’s leadership style has differed from before and after
treatments of the AC model. At a leadership network, the principal explained to another
principal the following:
Prior to us adopting the America’s Choice school reform, my primary role
as a principal consisted of administrative duties that were managerial. I
have been a principal for nineteen years and if I had known at the
beginning ofmy career, what I know now, I would have been much more
effective, even as a teacher. Before the adoption ofAC, I rarely taught any
classes, I didn’t know much about the actual curricular standards and I
rarely talked with my teachers about best practices as they relate to the
instructional process. I primarily relied on my curriculum specialist to
attend to particular instructional needs. However, I am now fully engaged
in the total instructional program. I feel much more aware of the day-to-
day instructional activities that go on in our school. This program has also
helped me to understand the importance ofusing student data to drive the
instructional needs of students. As an entire faculty, we now depend
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heavily on the use of various forms of student data to determine our
strengths, weaknesses and next step needs.
When teachers were asked about the role of the principal and how it may or may not have
changed since the implementation ofAC, they noted the following::
• We now see the principal everyday visiting our classrooms. Before the
implementation ofAC, the visits from the principal were primarily for formal
observations or to ask questions about a student or parent. Now however, we
see the principal daily, as he makes routine, non-threatening visits to see what
we’re teaching and to see ifwe have any needs. In addition, when it comes to
our writing lessons, he takes a participatory approach to his observations. I no
longer feel as though he’s in my class to criticize my pedagogical process. I
now feel confident in knowing that he’s visiting to assist and to give helpful
feedback.
• Oior faculty meetings are much more student focused than they were in the
past. In the past, our faculty meetings addressed generic school topics such as
dismissal procedures, grading concerns, parent complaints, and discipline
protocols. Now however, our faculty meetings begin with a student-writing
piece that is shared with the staff The writing piece that is shared shows the
teachers and staff how the student’s piece of writing has met the particular
standard taught. It gives all ofus examples ofwritings that are exemplary.
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• We also discuss results ofparticular test results in our meetings. Although we
have always discussed such test scores, we now understand the implications
much better than before the implementation ofAC.
The literacy coach of grades kindergarten, first and second grade responded with the
following:
• Our principal and I discuss actual lessons much more now than ever before.
Before, we rarely talked about teaching strategies. Much ofour hallway
discussion would be about disciplining students and the latest school event
that has occurred. Now when I talk to the principal, he constantly addresses
his instructional concerns with me and he gives me advice on what I can do to
help to improve his area of concern in a positive manner.
The overall role of the principal transformed significantly when compared to the
before and after affects of the AC treatment. As opposed to always finding the principal
in the office troubleshooting discipline problems and parent concerns, he is now in the
classrooms daily. He reads to the students, trains teachers in their classrooms during the
actual instructional time and he assists students with one-on-one conferences, which
directly assists the students with improving their writing skills. When going to his office,
there is often a sign posted on his door that states: “Out of the Office Due to Making
Classroom Visits.” He has even asked the secretaries not to disturb him during his
classroom visits, even ifhis supervisor calls. It was clear that the principal has
successfully made the transition from being a structured manager to that of a facilitative
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instructional leader. His enthusiasm for the AC school reform was permeated throughout
the school building.
Professional Learning Commimities
The professional learning communities refer to the communities that were
developed as a direct response to the implementation ofAmerica’s Choice. Such
communities consist of one teacher from each grade level, and teams are formed
accordingly. The purpose of these communities is to bring about curriculum
collaboration between the kindergarten through fifth grade levels. As a direct result of
the AC implementation, four professional learning communities have been integrated in
the school. These communities have been divided into four different houses. This
housing system is distinguished by hallways. In House I, there are kindergarten classes
and in Houses II, III and FV there is one first grade class, one second grade class, one
third grade class, one fourth grade class and one fifth grade class. Each year, teachers are
encouraged to loop with their students (looping means teaching the same homeroom class
for two or more consecutive years). The following was noted in interview sessions and
observations:
• The Professional Learning Communities have been extremely helpful to us as
teachers. We had our apprehensions and fears at the beginning of the school
year when the idea was first announced, however, now, we can’t see it being
any other way.
• I enjoy working in the house system. I have been a first grade teacher for 12
years and I’ve always worked next to other first grade classes. However now.
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with the new house system, I am able to collaborate with the second grade
teacher right across the hall from me and my students are able to view their
standards based bulletin boards to see the second grade expectations.
• Working in houses has been very beneficial. I’m able to send two ofmy
accelerated third grade students to my forth grade neighbor for math to keep
them challenged.
Along with the new organization of the housing systems, the Professional Learning
Commimities are also unique in that each teacher will loop with their students at least
once. Last school year, two teachers volunteered and next school year looping
experiences are expected to increase. The two teachers that volunteered this 2003-2004
school year reported:
• Looping with my students has been a great experience. Both my students and
parents are very pleased with the smooth transition that has taken place and I
am pleased with the overall progress ofmy students. Looping has been
successful to me because at the beginning of the year in August, I was able to
pick up where I left off in May. We all knew each other and I was already
aware of their strengths and weaknesses, therefore, grouping my students was
extremely easy.
• Looping has been a grand experience for me because I have been able to see
the true academic progress ofmy students. Over the past year and a half, I
have seen my student’s writing progress tremendously. I make it a point to
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track their writings in their writing portfolios and it has been a joy to watch
my students continuously develop their writing skills.
While discussing the housing communities with the AC team leader, the principal noted
the following:
• Overall, I have been impressed with what I have observed my teachers
teaching this year. The housing system has worked very well with us and it
has helped me to see the various developmental writing stages immediately.
One ofmy requirements for each classroom bulletin board is to post or display
recent student writings that have met the various standard(s) or element(s) that
has been taught. As you walk down each hall or house, you can immediately
see various stages ofwriting growth. Several visitors, parents, and central
office personnel have commented on how impressed they are with our
student’s work that has been displayed.
Teacher Meetings
Teacher meetings refer to the meetings that now take place. As a result of the
implementation ofAmerica’s Choice School Reform, the two literacy coaches meet with
all Kindergarten through fifth grade teachers weekly. The literacy coaches and teachers
discuss the teaching ofwriting and new strategies that should be used in each classroom.
The teacher meetings are designed to keep teachers abreast of the current trends of the
AC school reform and to keep the momentum high. In the teacher meetings, the teachers
collaborate and share ideas with one another and present sample lessons to their grade
levels. A first grade teacher recalls the following:
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• The teacher meetings have been very beneficial to me as a writing teacher.
We meet weekly to discuss various writing strategies that can be used when
and while teaching my students the writing process. Before I was an
America’s Choice teacher, I neglected to use various teaching strategies to
teach the writing process to my boys and girls. However, now I am much
more aware of the developmental stages that students go through while
writing and I am much more patient with my students. The teacher meetings
have helped me to learn from my peers. It is actually exciting to see my
colleagues discuss various ways of teaching writing. I have learned a lot from
them.
Another teacher who teaches fifth grade said the following:
• The teacher meeting has been an invaluable educational experience to me as
an educator. I find the teacher meetings and study groups to be far greater in
understanding than our traditional faculty meetings. As opposed to the faculty
meetings, the teacher meetings are more beneficial to me because I actually
use the suggested information immediately. The meetings help to keep me
focused as a teacher and they help to keep my teaching fresh to my boys and
girls. I also find myself using many of the teaching strategies for America’s
Choice in my other subject areas as well. Now just about all ofmy subject
lessons begin with an opening from the teacher, a forty minute work period
with my students and the closing of the author’s chair at the end. My
student’s simply love the arrangement and set up of our instructional day.
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Coaching
Coaching refers to the process used by the principal, the two literacy coaches, and
the design coach. Coaching is a professional development or training process that is used
to train teachers on the various processes of the America’s Choice expectations. The
concept ofcoaching became a popular process for the teachers because this concept is
used greatly throughout the implementation process. Coaching is a process that the
Design Team (Leadership Team consisting of the two literacy coaches, principal and
design coach) uses to encourage the instructional staff to hone, perfect and use their
instructional strategies and techniques.
As the two literacy coaches reflect on their experiences, they mention the
following:
• Coaching has been an invaluable experiences for me these past two school
years. Not only have the teachers learned a lot by us using the coaching
methods, but I have learned too. While coaching, I have learned the
importance ofbeing patient with teachers and being explicit. Coaching is an
intense process for training teachers because it requires a positive attitude and
knowledge. The trainers of the America’s Choice School Reform always refer
to the “learning curve”. The learning curve describes the knowledge base of
an individual. At the beginning of the implementation ofAmerica’s Choice,
my learning curve would have been considered to be low. Now that I have
been extensively trained on how to teach writing in an extremely creative
fashion, my learning curve has gone up tremendously.
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The other literacy coach recalls the following:
• Coaching is a neat process that I have grown to sincerely appreciate.
Coaching rather reminds me of teaching. I say this because any teacher can
relate to the challenges that are presented at the beginning of the year when
he/she has to get to know their students. There are always one or two students
who could care less about being in the class and learning. Well, implementing
a school reform is quite similar because at the beginning of such an
implementation, there are always one to five teachers who resist the whole
idea. However, after spoon feeding, nurturing and training takes place, a light
goes off. The same kind of enthusiasm that a teacher enjoys after making an
impression on a child is the same kind of experience that I have enjoyed when
I have made an impression on a stubborn teacher. Just as our (the literacy
coaches) learning curve has increased, the teacher’s learning curves have
increased too. After weeks and months of extensive training and hand
holding, many ofour teachers are teaching our students to produce high
quality writing pieces that consistently meet the standards. As a coach, it is
very rewarding to see the fruits of your labor.
Standards and Curriculum Alignment
The standards and curriculum alignment refer to the standards that are used to
teach the writing process. This is a theme that consistently emerged throughout the
research and investigation process of this study. It is ofno surprise that standards and
curriculum alignment developed into a theme due to the intense use ofwriting standards
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throughout the implementation of the America’s Choice school reform. The principal
recalls the following:
The standards that we use for teaching writing to our students are
performance standards. In the past, we depended on the use of the
Georgia QCC’s (Quality Core Curriculum); however, the performance
standards used for America’s Choice are so much better for our students
academically because these are international standards as opposed to state
standards. Therefore, not only will our students be prepared to compete
with students in Georgia, but also, our students will be prepared to
compete with students in the world. The Georgia QCC’s are very loosely
stated and lack specificity. For example, a QCC objective for the first
grade writing subject states: ‘The Student Will be able to print neatly and
legibly.’ While on the other hand, a performance standard for America’s
Choice may state: ‘By the end of the school year, the student will be able
to write a story that engages the reader.’ These performance standards are
so grand that the state ofGeorgia is going to require teachers to use the
standards to drive instruction. These standards are ideal because our
students are able to grasp a much deeper understanding of the writing
process and they write pages and pages of quality writing that engages the
reader throughout the entirety of the story or writing piece.
During the research process, the researcher observed what the teachers and staff refer to
as, standards-based bulletin boards. These boards are in the front of each classroom and
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consist ofvarious pieces of student work. On each board, one will find a rubric that the
teacher has used to score each piece of student work. The scoring system is based on the
America’s Choice performance standards and elements that the teacher has taught during
the writer’s workshop and it explains how the teacher derived to the given score. In
addition, on each piece of student writing the teacher writes commentary. The
commentary is individualized and it briefly explains to the student specifically how and
where the student has managed to do an excellent job achieving the standard. During a
group interview with the foiuth grade teachers, a teacher commented the following:
Using the writing standards that have been given to us by America’s
Choice has changed my way of teaching writing. The performance
standards allow for much more creativity and specific information
regarding high-quality student writing. Another neat aspect of the
performance standards includes the fact that our teacher’s manual has
several examples of actual benchmark student work that has satisfactorily
met each standard. This allows both the teacher and student to see what a
perfect piece should resemble. The benchmark student work shows and
highlights exact areas of excellence. This is a very useful tool that we use
for planning lessons and evaluating student work.
Teacher as Facilitator
This theme refers to the notion that the role of the teacher has changed from the
teacher serving as the conveyor of knowledge to the teacher serving as an assistant to the
student’s learning process. In this process, the student plays an active role in their
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learning as opposed to the student serving as the recipient of knowledge. This theme was
derived from the study based on instructional observations and input given from the
interviews. As the researcher observed the operation of the writer’s workshop, it was
apparent that the role of the teacher has changed dramatically. As opposed to students
being given specific topics to write about, students were given opportunities to choose a
topic on their own to write about, which led to creativity. Students also use what is called
a sourcebook. Students use the sourcebook to note ideas, facts, vocabulary words,
observations, and any other source ofpersonal information that they need to add to their
writings. During the writer’s workshop, the teacher teaches the new writing concept,
standard or element for only fifteen minutes, this segment of time is referred to as the
mini-lesson. This is the only time that traditional teaching is involved. The next forty
minutes is the student work period wherein students work independently, collaboratively,
in pairs and one-on-one with the teacher. This segment of time differs tremendously
from the traditional approach to teaching writing. At the end of the work period, the
students take turns reading their writing pieces in what is referred to as the author’s chair.
This period of time lasts for ten minutes. This is a very significant aspect of the writer’s
workshop because students are able to listen to their peers and the students are given
opportunities critique each other’s work. For at least forty-five minutes, the teacher
serves as the facilitator, rather than the teacher.
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Research Question 1
How does the implementation ofthe America’s Choice School Reform
Model influence the organizational structure, as perceived by teachers
and administrators?
Interview transcripts disclosed that the participants of this study perceived a
fervent change in the organizational structure of the school personnel. There appeared to
be a needed change of the roles and responsibilities of the school principal and the
instructional specialist. There was also change in the school personnel in that there were
two positions added to the leadership of the school. These two additional positions
include the lower literacy coach and the upper literacy coach. The recurring themes of
principal as instructional leader and coaching were clear in their voices and through
observations made. Throughout the duration of this study, it was apparent that the
principal’s role changed from that of a manager or supervisor of the school to that of one
who became well versed in instructional practices and an advocate for standards driven
instruction. It was also evident that the leadership given by the instructional specialist
and the two literacy coaches was based on the instructional needs of each student. It was
also clear that the strategy used to train the teachers involved coaching. The teachers
stated some of the ways in which the principal has become a leader of instruction.
• It has been very refreshing to observe the changes that our principal has made
professionally after implementing the America’s Choice School Reform. Our
principal knows the writing standards by heart.
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I can appreciate the knowledge base that our principal has developed
because it has changed my evaluation experience. Instead of a generic
review of our evaluations that are based on our teaching rituals, he now ties
our evaluation to our implementation ofAmerica’s Choice. This has been
helpful to me because I know exactly what I’m expected to do and my
evaluation is ofno surprise. Both the principal and I are very clear on what
my responsibilities as a teacher are and I am able to meet his expectations.
It’s no longer a hit or miss feeling when he observes my instruction in the
classroom.
I have enjoyed seeing the principal more in my classroom with a non¬
threatening demeanor. Before we adopted America’s Choice, I very rarely
saw our principal. He usually just came into the classroom if he needed
something and if there was a problem with a student or parent. However, now
he comes by because he’s genuinely interested in what’s going on with the
pedagogy process in my class. He gives suggestions when he sees fit, he
highlights our strengths in the faculty meetings, and if he sees a need, he’ll
volunteer to teach a lesson to my students if he gets excited about a particular
idea. My students have developed a deeper and closer relationship with him
and they enjoy his presence.
• The students have thoroughly enjoyed hearing the principal read the
Principal’s Book of the Month. Each month, my students cannot wait to
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find out what the new book of the month is and they enjoy writing responses
to the book of the month as well.
Not only did the participants find that the principal’s overall role changed significantly
with the implementation ofAmerica’s Choice, but they found that the support from the
instructional specialist had changed as well. One of the teachers said the following:
The role of the instructional specialist has changed in several ways.
Before the implementation of our school reform, our instructional
specialist would give us a lot ofwritten feedback on our instructional
delivery and plans. However, now, our instructional specialist is much
more hands-on with us. We meet more frequently in formal settings and
she has been very helpful in troubleshooting some ofour areas of need. If
I need help with organization or planning, she’ll come in and model
lessons and actually put her hands on our teaching materials to
demonstrate better ways ofusing our teaching tools.
Another teacher said the following:
I am very grateful for our instructional specialist. She not only sticks to
performing her duties as an instructional specialist or design coach, but she
also coaches us. She’s come to model the Writers Workshop for me for six
consecutive weeks. My students thoroughly enjoyed her company and
she’s built noteworthy relationships with many of the boys and girls. She’s
held conferences with my boys and girls, she’s read to them, and she’s
walked them through the writing process. Both she and the principal are
much more approachable and they both have demonstrated a genuine
interest in what’s going on during the instructional day.
Throughout the interviewing, collections of data and observation processes
of this study, the newly developed role of the two literacy coaches appeared to be
assigmnents that were needed and appreciated by the teachers. Previous to the
adoption of America’s Choice, Miles did not have literacy coaches. However,
one of the requirements of this reform is the appointment of a lower and upper
literacy coach. As stated previously in this study, the lower literacy coach is
primarily responsible for the kindergarten-second grade teachers and the upper
literacy coach is primarily responsible for the third-fifth grade teachers. Some of
the responses that emerged from the study included the following;
• Although it was difficult to accept critical feedback from my coach, who
was a teacher on my same grade level, I have come to grow a great
appreciation and respect for her knowledge and expertise in the field of
writing. When my coach initially came to my class to give me feedback on
my overall performance, I would resist the input. I think that this may have
primarily due to me not wanted to change my ways of teaching. However, I
have now grown to appreciate my coach’s feedback because I have seen my
student’s writings develop at a very fast rate. It has been a joy to listen to
their stories that are engaging and full of suspense and dialogue. This
reform and the coaches have certainly pushed us to bring out the most in our
students and their hard work is displayed throughout the school building.
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• My coach has assisted me in ways that you would not believe. Although the
literacy coach is required to model the writer’s workshop for six weeks, she
has stayed with my class and me for nearly ten weeks to assist in the
learning of the expectations set by America’s Choice. She’s done an
outstanding job with planning sequential lessons, modeling for us teaching
strategies and demonstrating neat ways to maintain an orderly and structured
teaching environment. The idea ofhaving coaches directly assist teachers in
a non-threatening fashion is what is so imique about the America’s Choice
Reform model.
Research Question 2
How does the implementation ofthe America’s Choice School Reform
Model influence the professional development activities, asperceived by
teachers and administrators?
The overall format of and purpose for professional development activities has
changed significantly with the implementation ofAmerica’s Choice. The interviews,
analysis ofdocumentation and observations revealed that the professional development
opportunities were more frequent, more hands-on, and more interactive than the
professional development opportunities that were in place previous to the implementation
ofAmerica’s Choice. Through observations made during this study, it was found that
professional development activities took place weekly. Informal development took place
at the beginning ofeach faculty, the literacy coaches held weekly study groups with
teachers to train them on teaching strategies and the Design Team (the design team
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includes the principal, design coach and the two literacy coaches) attended leadership
training sessions monthly. The overall focus ofeach professional development
opportunity focused on student writing. Incorporating the writing standards, giving
students immediate feedback and exposing them to different genres ofwriting was the
focus of each opportunity provided to the staff. Some of the teachers responded to these
activities in the following ways:
• The professional development opportunities have been quite helpful
throughout the past two years. I have actually enjoyed attending our
workshop sessions because they are much more interactive and meaningful.
As a participant, teachers are expected to respond and share, as well as train
each other. I feel that we have a stronger voice in what we do and with the
decisions that are made. We have also been expected to read more in
preparation for our workshops. It has been a very long time since I’ve read
educational material that was job related. After implementing America’s
Choice, I feel much more knowledgeable on the subject matter.
• The study groups that are held weekly help me to keep my teaching lessons
fresh. I am able to learn new teaching strategies and I am encouraged to
implement them in my classroom immediately. Before implementing
America’s Choice, I would find myself struggling to think of creative lessons
to introduce to my students, however, now, I find it much easier to keep
current and creative because each week I learn something new and exciting.
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The principal has found that the training sessions that he attends have been very
beneficial to him as a leader. It appears that he shares some of the same enthusiasm for
the professional development activities that he attends. Some ofhis noted responses
include the following:
One thing that I have found to be neat about the America’s Choice school
reform is their delivery and training. As opposed to a one-week training,
America’s Choice trains throughout the three-year implementation
process. There isn’t one manual of instructions for implementing this
school reform. This program is a very comprehensive program that
includes various components. The leadership workshops for this reform
are held monthly and each month new and important aspects of the reform
are introduced. Such topics that I have found to be beneficial include
planning for results, analyzing student work, teaching students through the
zone ofproximal development, catching students up through the use of
safety nets and how to deal with difficult and rebellious teachers. I have
found that although America’s Choice is a writing program, we use
several their recommended strategies in other aspects and areas of the
school program. Some of the same teaching strategies used to teach
writing are being used in the instructional delivery of other core subjects.
Therefore, whenever we’re trained to put into practice the various new
methods, I strongly encourage the teachers to use these same methods in
their other areas of instruction as well.
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Throughout the duration of this study, teacher meetings and study groups were
observed to be the driving force behind the majority of the training activities. As fore-
mentioned, the two literacy coaches held the study groups weekly. Every six-eight
weeks, teacher meetings were held. Each of these training sessions gave teachers the
opportunity to share their teaching successes, they read their student’s work, they
critiqued their student’s work, and they gave each other critical feedback regarding the
quality of the work being shared. The writing standards and expectations were discussed
at every training session and each teacher had been continuously asked to demonstrate
the ways in which the various writing standards had been met. The training sessions
consisted of a lot ofprofessional dialogue, which over time became increasingly more
sophisticated.
The literacy coaches appeared to be very appreciative of their experiences with
the training sessions held for them throughout the implementation process. Each month,
the two literacy coaches were responsible for attending training sessions as well. Some
of their learning experiences through America’s Choice included the following:
• Author’s Studies, which involve learning the writing crafts, strategies, and
styles of various award-winning authors.
• Conferencing, which involves lessons on how to organize and maintain
effective teacher-student conferences that are based on the writing
standards.
• Genre Studies, which involves learning how to develop stories, that is
inclusive of the various genres ofwriting.
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• Writing commentary is an area of the writer’s workshop that involves the
teachers writing commentary is a process that is used to facilitate and guide
the students through the creative writing process and through their zones of
proximal development.
• The literacy coaches have also been trained extensively on using the
international performance standards that are supported by AC.
• Using the standards, the literacy coaches were trained to train the teachers to
analyze student work to guide instructional decisions in teaching writing.
• In addition, the literacy coaches have been trained to train the teachers at
Miles on developing and implementing grade class plans by using student
assessment data, targets, standards, and strategies that address student
learning needs.
Research Question 3
How does the implementation ofthe America's Choice School Reform
Model influence the writing curriculum used, asperceived by teachers and
administrators?
When intervievydng the two literacy coaches, the teachers and the principal, it was
apparent that the writing curriculum had taken vast changes since the implementation of
AC. The two literacy coaches said the following:
Before implementing AC, teachers highly depended on the objectives that
were detailed and were distributed by the state’s Quality Core Curriculum.
The list of objectives for writing from this previously used curriculum
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were very vague and did not include specific areas ofwriting development
that was needed for students to become effective writers.
After interviewing the two literacy coaches, the Quality Core Curriculum that
they spoke ofwas researched so that the researcher could have a better understanding of
what was meant by vague. When researching the Grade 3 Strand of objectives for
Written Communication, I saw that there were ten objectives for writing. Some of these
objectives include the following:
Strand Objective
36 Uses correct spelling for frequently used sight vocabulary.
37 Uses learned phonetic strategies to spell correctly.
38 Writes legibly.
39 Writes a short paragraph about a topic.
40 Writes about self-selected topics.
41 Writes in a variety of genres.
42 Applies correct principles of grammar, parts of speech, and
usage and mechanics
43 Communicates ideas by using the writing process and
44 Uses available technology to assist in writing.
As one can see, the writing expectations and standards set by state guidelines are very
vague in nature. Although each objective may appear to be important to the writing
process for third grade students, they do not give specific information relative to
developing a third grade writer. For example, strand 36 requires that students use
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frequently used sight vocabulary. However, frequently used sight vocabulary may be
quite different in North Georgia than in South Georgia. The question is, what is
appropriate third grade sight vocabulary? What vocabulary words should every third
grade teacher in Georgia expose his or her students to? Strand 38 requires that every
third grade student write legibly by using correctly formed letters and numbers and
correctly spaces words and sentences. The question posed by the researcher is: Who
determines what legible writing looks like? How is legible writing correlated to being an
effective third grade writer? Strand 39 requires that every student in the third grade
write a short paragraph about a topic. The questions posed by the researcher are: What
kind of topic should every third grade student be prepared to write about and what is
considered a short paragraph?
The responses previously made by the two literacy coaches had proven to be
accurate; the researcher would have to agree with their responses when they showed
concerns for the previously used Georgia Quality Core Curriculum Standards. The
researcher then began to question the new curriculum as outlined by AC in an effort to
learn how the new standards were different. The two coaches said the following:
The writing curriculum for AC is different than that of the previously used
curriculum in a variety ofways. The standards outlined by AC are
international standards, which means that not only will our students be
able to effectively compete with students in Georgia, but also they will be
able to compete with students across the nation and in the world. Each
grade level has different writing standards and for each writing standard.
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there are different writing elements. In addition, each teacher has samples
of student writings that meet each standard. Therefore, each teacher is
fully aware ofwhat a model piece ofwriting should look like when it has
met the designated standard. This is why AC calls their standards
performance standards and not objectives. Not only has AC determined
what the student should know, but also they have determined what each
standard should look like when a child has produced a polished piece.
The two coaches then showed me an example of the Grade 3 Writing Standards that were
assigned to the teachers through the new reform program. The AC standards appeared to
be much different in presentation than that of the Georgia Quality Core Curriculum.
Some of these standards read as follows;
We expect third grade students to:
• Write Daily
• Generate their own topics and spend the necessary amount of time to revisit
and refine their writings;
• Extend and rework pieces ofwriting;
• Routinely rework, revise, edit and proofread their work;
• Over the course of the year, polish 10-12 pieces for an audience outside and
beyond the classroom;
• Orient or engage the reader by setting the time, indicating the location,
introducing the character or entering immediately into the story line;
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• Create a believable world and introduce characters through the precise
choice of detail;
• Create a sequence of events that unfold naturally;
• Provide pacing;
• Develop a character by providing motivation for action and having the
character solve problems;
• Develop a plot;
• Add reflective comments;
• Provide a conclusion;
• Write from different genres such as Report Writing, Narrative Writing, and
Procedural Writing; and
• Write stories, songs, memoirs, poetry and plays.
Also, there was a whole standard dedicated to Language Use and Conventions with
Specific expectations detailed next to each standard. The researcher also saw an
example of a polished piece of student writing and how it met each of the expected
standards. The two coaches then replied as follows:
I sure do wish that America’s Choice School Reform was being
implemented when I was in school. We have become much better writers
ourselves since we’ve implemented the AC program.
One coach said the following:
In fact, I wish that I had been exposed to AC before writing my
dissertation; I would have finished in no time at all.
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When interviewing a group of teachers it was discovered that they have learned a lot
about the writing process due to the change in the writing curriculum. One teacher
admitted the following:
I must have been a horrible writing teacher before we began this new
program. To be honest, I never looked at the writing objectives before we
implemented AC. I couldn’t begin to tell you what Georgia expects our
students to know about writing and I’ve been teaching for 23 years. I
remember looking at the objectives once and I recall them mentioning the
writing process. I thought that that was a no brainer. As a teacher who
taught writing before AC, all I did was try to take my students through the
writing process. I tried to make sure that at least once a week or month
they brainstorm, write a rough draft, edit, and proofread. That was pretty
much all I did.
Another teacher chimed in with the following:
Yes, she is so right. Writing must have been a horrible experience for our
students before AC. She’s right; we would generically go through the
writing process about topics that were recycled every school year. We
always did the welcome back/stimmer vacation writings in August,
followed by generic topics such as ‘My Favorite Weekend,’ Halloween
stories. Thanksgiving Stories, Christmas, Black History Etc. However,
now with our new writing curriculum, our students are expected to
generate their ovm topics based on their interests and they’re no longer
no
writing responses to holidays and events, but rather they are writing from
various genres ofwritings.
The researcher asked another teacher from this focus group to give an example of
some of the different genres and topics they recall being exceptional examples of their
student’s performance. One teacher recalled the following:
One day my mini lesson was to generate their on topic, but they had to
write from the narrative account and the objective was to engage the
reader by setting the time, indicating the location, and introducing the
character or to enter immediately into the story line. I remember one of
my students recalled a day that she would never forget. This particular
day was in the grocery store with her mom and brother. Apparently, she
and her brother were making a lot ofnoise in the grocery store and making
a big scene and all of a sudden in the middle ofmy student reading her
writing she began to cry profusely. She then got herself together an began
to read again and read to us that her mom then hit her in the grocery store
and she’ll never forget this day because that was the last day that she saw
her mom. This student now lives in a foster home. The way that this
program is designed is wonderful. With all of the background building,
prewriting activities, vocabulary building and sharing from various
authors, students are much more in tuned with themselves as writers. A
huge part of this program expects our students to study the writing crafts
of other writers. Therefore, I constantly read stories that use the writing
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standards that are students are learning. That morning I read a story them
about a little boy who experienced a traumatic event and it caused my
student to generate all of these emotions from within and she was able to
express herself eloquently in writing. She used very descriptive language;
she undoubtedly engaged the reader, gave us the location, and introduced
her characters. Not only was she successful in meeting the writing
standards taught to her that day, but also she was able to write with
passion and cause a healing process within herself I will never forget that
experience.
One of the Special Education teachers who teaches the students who have been identified
as having Emotional/Behavioral Disorders said the following:
Even with my students, I have seen a huge difference in their writings. I
have students on varying academic levels. Some students scribble, some
draw, some write phonetically, some spell well but write all of their words
very close together without spacing and some write well. However, often
times, my students don’t attempt to work at all. Nonetheless, with AC, I
have been very excited about the changes that I’ve seen in my classroom.
My students that didn’t try to write anything will try to write something.
Although I can’t always make out what it is they’re writing, they are
always able to regurgitate back to me what it was that they have written.
When they are asked to write narrative accounts, they often write about
the special people in their lives who are often their grandmother. When
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they are asked to write procedural writings, they love to write recipes on
how to cook certain foods or how to play a video game. I try not to put a
heavy emphasis on spelling. I appreciate the fact that AC encourages
teachers to not emphasize on such. When I used to before emphasize
language usage and mechanics before AC, I recall getting a lot of
resistance from my students. 1 also like the fact that AC discourages the
teacher from writing corrections and comments on the student’s work too;
I can recall that discouraging my boys and girls. America’s Choice is
truly one of the best things that could have ever happened for my students
and me. Even if all I get are two or three sentences some days, it sure
beats my student’s refusal to work and them putting their heads down due
to the feeling ofbeing exhausted or overwhelmed.
Research Question 4
How does the implementation ofthe America's Choice School Reform
Model influence the instructionalpractices ofteaching writing, as
perceived by teachers and administrators?
The instructional practices have changed significantly with the implementation of
America’s Choice School Reform. According to all of the respondents to the interviews,
and according to the observations made, it is clear that significant changes have been
made. Teachers no longer depended on the chalkboard, dictionaries and red ink pens to
drive their instructional program, but rather they now use large tablets to document their
mini lessons, sticky notes to note points of reference, conference record forms to
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document the teacher/student conferences that take place, various forms of literature to
discover and to rediscover different author’s crafts and writing portfolios full of student
writings that are in progress and student’s polished pieces ofwork. According to the
teachers, coaches and administrators, the phenomenon that took place as a result of the
AC implementation was extraordinary. According to some teachers that were
interviewed in a focus group, the instructional practices have been changed as follows:
• Looking back on my teaching days prior to us using the AC method to
teaching writing, I recall myself putting a writing topic on the chalkboard for
my students and telling them to write a paragraph about whatever the writing
topic was. The lesson didn’t really have much of a focus, I didn’t do
anything to motivate my students to be creative, and I would allow them to
write for about 45 minutes on the assigned topic. I would often tell him or
her to be sure to use his or her weekly assigned vocabulary words and I
would be sure that each student had a dictionary handy. To tell you the truth,
I would often give this kind of lesson so that I would have a few extra
minutes to catch up with my paperwork.
• I can remember similar experiences in my classroom. I often assigned
students these kinds of assignments to see if they could form sentences
correctly, to see if they were able to stay on topic and to see how well they
were spelling. I rarely checked for creativity. I would immediately get my
red ink pen out and immediately begin to make corrections on their writings
and have them to go back and re-write their writings based my edits. As I
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reflect on the way that I used to teach, I think that it was awful in comparison
to the strategies that I use now in the Writer’s Workshop. I was totally
vmprepared to teach my students to be effective writers. When I think about
it all, our staffhad never received any in-service training or professional
development on hardly any kind of training relative to teaching students the
writing process.
• Now, our lessons and instructional practices for teaching writing have
changed. Now we have a total of three segments to teaching writing
instruction daily. We first begin with a 10-15 minute mini-lesson, followed
by a 40-minute work period and we conclude with a ten-minute closing.
During the mini-lesson, the teacher introduces the day’s lesson or standard.
We often show samples on chart tablets, we’ll read different genres of
literature to introduce the students to different author’s crafts or we’ll review
previously taught lessons. During the work period, the students will use the
newly taught writing strategy or standard in a new piece ofwriting or they’ll
use it on a piece ofwriting that they have previously worked on. Dming the
closing, different students read their writings in what’s called the Author’s
Chair. The Author’s Chair gives our students the opportunity to get
feedback from their peers and it allows the teacher to explain to the students
exactly how each student has met the standard.
• Another neat part of the work period is that while our students are working
on the new strategy, there are different things going on in the classroom.
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The classroom becomes a Writer’s Workshop. Some students may be
working collaboratively in small groups, some students may be editing, or
publishing their written pieces at the computer, some students may have peer
conferences with one another, and some students may have one-on-one
conferences with the teacher. The neat thing about the Writer’s Workshop is
that all of the students are working at their own levels and paces; therefore,
differentiated instruction is in action. It is so much different from the
traditional way of teaching when day one is the brainstorm and rough draft
day, day two is revision, and proofreading and day three is publishing. Each
child has the opportunity to work at his or her pace which gives them
autonomy and flexibility. I have read and heard some very moving and
meaningful writings ever since the implementation ofAC.
• The grading system has changed as well. Instead ofgiving students a grade
on their writings, their writings are scored with a rubric. A rubric is
generated before the lesson is delivered and students have a clear
understanding of what it takes to score highly on the rubric. The rubric
usually consists of at least three writing standards and at least two grammar
standards. I have found the rubric to be much more effective than the
normally used grading system because it gives students and parents a heads
up on exactly what is expected from them before the actual task is assigned.
I use the scoring rubrics when teaching all ofmy instructional subjects due to
its effectiveness.
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The principal made some relative comments about the changes that he has observed in
the instructional program. Some of his comments were as follows:
• The instructional practices have changed tremendously since we’ve
implemented AC. During our writing instruction, we now have what’s
called the Writer’s Workshop, which is inclusive of the Mini-Lesson, the
Student Work Period, and the Author’s Chair. During the Mini-Lesson, the
boys and girls receive the day’s lesson and new writing strategy. During the
student work period, the students have an opportunity to work on their
writings that are in their portfolios and they are expected to use the writing
strategy that was assigned to them. During the author’s chair, various
students read their work aloud to their peers and explain to the class exactly
how they used the day’s new writing strategy. I really like this approach to
not only teaching writing, but also I encourage my teachers to use it when
teaching all of their instructional subjects. It allows for a clear
beginning/opening, work time and appropriate closure. Students are clear
on what the day’s expectation is and this block is a one-hour block. When I
conduct my formal observation, I look to see ifour teachers are using this
new method of instmction because there is limited lag time and the actual
instructional time is maximized. Much ofwhat we do in the Writer’s
Workshop for AC, we do across the curriculum in all of our subjects. That
is how much the instructional practices have changed.
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Another way in which the instructional practices have changed since we’ve
implemented AC is the way in which we write our school plan. At the
beginning of the year, we use a variety of assessments such as the Georgia
Criterion Reference Test, the Georgia Kindergarten Assessment Program
and our state writing tests to determine our student’s strengths, weaknesses
and next step needs. When getting trained to implement AC, we were
directed to use this data and to disaggregate it in three different ways. We
now examine this data on a school level, we focus on grade level
performance, and we look at individual students. This particular planning
method is called Planning for Results. After looking at each student’s test
scores, we identify those students who performed below grade level. Those
students who perform below grade level are assigned to a Safety Net for
either math, reading or both. Those teachers or personnel without
classrooms are assigned a small group of students to tutor two times a week.
Such personnel may include the counselor, the media specialist, the literacy
coaches, the art teacher, or the music teacher. This Safety Net program has
helped tremendously and it gives us a way to include math and reading in
our reform endeavors. This is a big plus to the program.
When interviewing teachers in a focus group, they were asked to explain their
observations in reference to how their instructional practices have changed since they
began to implement AC. Some of the comments relative to changes in the instructional
practices were as follows:
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• One of the instructional practices that I have been trained to use with our
new reform is a process called writing commentary to and for my students.
Commentary is a form ofwritten feedback; this feedback gives my students
specific information on how they met the writing standard in their writing.
It also lets them know what they can do to improve their writing and it
guides them through a process that will allow them to better meet various
writing standards. The commentary basically takes the place of the red ink
pen. Instead of the teacher, making his/her comments all over the student’s
paper with a red ink pen, the teacher now uses a commentary form to give
the same and even more detailed feedback.
Another teacher chimed in with the following:
• The commentary part ofAC is a remarkable instructional strategy and it is
non-threatening to the students. As our literacy, coach once told us when
encouraging us to use this process, when teachers write all over the student’s
work, the writing no longer belongs to the student. The writing then belongs
to the teacher. I think that that philosophy is critical because I can
remember being a child and being embarrassed to write because I knew that
my teacher would find all kinds of fault with my work.
• One thing that I like about the commentary is that now my students are able
to write commentary for their peers. My students have become so
accustomed to reading and responding to commentary that they are now
comfortable critiquing and giving feedback to each other. I think that it’s
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great that my students are able to analyze their work and articulate why their
work or the work of their peer meets, exceeds, or is below standard.
As part of the study, the researcher observed several lessons on writing and
observed the instructional block of the Writer’s Workshop. The three components of the
Writer’s Workshop were very evident in each classroom. The mini-lesson, which often
ran for fifteen minutes, was close and personal. The teacher would gather with his/her
students in the front of the classroom and instruct them in a variety ofways. Often times
the teacher would read a story to them and point out the various writing crafts of different
authors. These writing crafts would include rhyming, the use a lot of dialogue between
characters, stories that reflect on the author’s own childhood experiences and other
writing crafts such as using the proper noun “I” at the beginning of each sentence.
Students would look and listen with so much quiet excitement and amazement as their
teachers would read to them. Some mini-lessons would focus on grammar usage and
mechanics. If the teacher observed common writing mistakes in her classroom, he/she
would give a lesson on how to use the English language effectively. For example,
subject-verb agreement was a lesson that I observed.
After the Mini-Lesson, the student Work Period came. Students in each class that
I observed would work at their own individual paces as the teachers explained to me in
the interviews. Some students would be seen working independently, some students
would be seen working with partners and getting commentary from their peers, other
students would be seen publishing their work at the computer, some students would be
seen using thesauruses and dictionaries while in the comer, or the teacher would be seen
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conferencing with a child. The work period was great for the students and it was
apparent that they enjoyed exploring their creative energies.
At the end of the Work Period, in each class, came the Author’s Chair where
students literally got a kick out of listening to each other’s stories. Some stories made
their peers laugh, cry, or gaze in shock. Some of their narratives were true stories and
others were true stories with some twists. The student knew what standards to look for
and listen for in their peer’s writings. They were also able to give specific and detailed
comments. Some of the suggestions made to their peers were as follows:
• Maybe you should introduce the main character in the first paragraph. The
way you wrote your story confused me a little.
• I like the way you engaged the reader by using a lot of dialogue.
• I like the way you used today’s Min-Lesson strategy by using a lot of
adjectives.
• I liked your ghost character it really made your story exciting.
• You need to add more details to your story. Although you have a good plot,
your story lacks good detail.
Observing the Writer’s Workshop was a true treat. It was clear that students knew the
instructional routines of the classroom, they moved and transitioned smoothly from one
group setting to another, and they knew how to manipulate learning aids as needed. It
was amazing to listen to the students explain when and why their work is good enough
based on the standards taught and to see students of such a young age graciously accept
constructive feedback from peers was awesome. Some of the teachers also said that at
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the end of the year, they were expected to reflect on instructional practices and progress
made to develop plans to address weaknesses. This approach is used to ensure that there
aren’t any obvious gaps in instruction.
In addition to the above-mentioned observations, the freedom and flexibility that
is offered in this reform model has assisted in an overall morale booster for many of the
teachers who fully implemented the program effectively. Being that America’s Choice
does not restrict the teacher from using higher level or level teaching standards, the
teachers were able to feel an overall ability to teach more freely. The end result of this
newly implemented process lent itself to teacher ownership of the teaching curriculum.
By scaffolding student’s learning, the participating teachers felt that they were better able
to differentiate instruction as needed by going through their student’s zone ofproximal
development.
Research Question 5
How does the implementation ofthe America’s Choice School Reform
Model influence student achievement in writing, asperceived by teachers
and administrators?
For the past two years, significant changes have taken place in the academic
environment since the school has implemented the AC School Reform. To give an
example of some of the changes observed, the bulletin boards that consisted of the
student’s work have made a serious transformation. At the beginning of this study, the
bulletin boards outside of the classrooms consisted ofpictures and drawings that the
students created, on other boards one would possibly see stories that were produced by
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the boys and girls that consisted of one topic that was given to them by their teachers and
maybe some language arts worksheets with vocabulary words or spelling tests would be
seen in the upper grades. Although the drawings were beautiful, the stories may have
been well written, and the worksheets may have shown some vocabulary development, it
was nothing compared to what one will observe while walking these same hallways now.
On every bulletin board, one will see samples of student work from every writing genre.
Samples ofpoetry, informational writing, narrative writings, procedural writings, and
fictional writings are represented in every grade level from kindergarten to the fifth
grades. It has been simply amazing to see kindergarten students begin with writing on
the emergent level as they experiment with forming letters and numbers and then
developing into true authors of three page creative stories. First grade student writings
can be seen with heavy usage ofdialogue, second grade writings with humor, and third
grade writings consisting of suspense. The fourth and fifth grade students are now
writing stories that engage the reader through out the entire story. Some intermediate
students have written stories as long as 12 pages long with persona, action, strategies,
relative information, and an appropriate sense of closure at the end. Some of the
principal’s responses to how he’s perceived his student’s achievement levels in writing
are as follows:
• Before AC, our approach to teaching writing was very traditional wherein
teachers primarily focused on teaching the five writing stages. The five
writing stages are good for students to know, however, it doesn’t lend itself to
creativity; it sort of stifles the child’s creativity. With this new approach to
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teaching writing, the results that we get in terms of the student’s writing
performance are phenomenal. Our students don’t only write because they
have to, but rather, they are writing because they want to. As a result of such
eagerness, I have read stories in this elementary school that I would probably
find at a middle school level. As a result of their improvements made in
writing, we have also seen great gains in their language arts performance as
well. Our students are articulating their thoughts more clearly, they are
staying on the topic in their speech as well as in their writing and not only the
students, but also the staffand I have widened our learning curves. In my
opinion, we have all made significant improvements and the improvements
made in our student’s achievement have been hugely significant.
The lower literacy coach explained:
• As any research will explain to you, those students who come from an
environment that is rich with literature jump leaps in language arts and writing
when they get to school. On the other hand, if students do not come from
such an environment may struggle significantly in such subjects. We serve a
population of students that do not come from literature rich environments.
Many of our students do not come from homes with children’s libraries full of
a variety ofbooks and genres and they haven’t been consistently read to by
their parents, this means that our students and teachers have a huge task and
challenge set for them as soon as these boys and girls enter kindergarten.
Many ofour students enter kindergarten and for the first time, they are
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learning that sounds correspond with letters and that letters make words. The
progress that our kindergarten, first and second grade students have made has
been phenomenal to observe, to say the least. Our kindergarten students will
use all capital letters and punctuate with exclamation marks to show their
excitement. Our primary students read and re-read their writings and the
writings of their peers with great interest. The word walls seen in our primary
classes mostly consist of words that the students have been interested in both
spelling and learning. I have also enjoyed the sequential writings of our
second grade students, writings that consist of transitional words such as first,
next and last. I have also enjoyed watching the writings of our primary
students develop into creative pieces ofwork that includes descriptive
drawings and diagrams that depict the various events of their stories and it has
also been wonderful to watch our primary students develop into writers that
know how to generate a topic of their own interest and actually stay on that
same topic throughout their work. I would have to say that the overall student
achievement among our primary students has taken leaps over these past two
years. I am very pleased with my overall observations.
Some of the comments relative to student achievement from teachers of the third, fourth
and fifth grade, as well as the upper literacy coach were the following:
• I have witnessed tremendous growth in my student’s overall writing
performance. Not only have my students improved in their creative writing
skills, but also they have improved in their overall ability to express
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themselves more clearly in all of their subject matters. In science and in
social studies, they are better able to stay focused and write descriptively
when needed. Their report writings have developed into masterpieces and I
have seen significant growth in their vocabulary development.
• We have taken great pride in our student’s writing pieces. Any time I go
away for training, I constantly find myself bringing in samples of our
student’s work to show off. Some of the stories that we have collected are
incredulously full of explicit details, creative plots, and exciting conclusions.
Our students have developed an appreciation for writing that is unspeakably
impressive to all of us who have worked hard to train them. Even our
superintendent and deputy superintendent of instruction brag to other Atlanta
Public School employees about how impressed they are with the AC school
reform. Not only have we seen tremendous growth and progress, but the other
two schools in our system that have adopted AC have seen tremendous growth
and improvement at their schools as well.
Summary
After interviewing the staff, after looking at the various artifacts and documents
that support AC and after observing the instructional program as it relates to the
implementation ofAC school reform, it has become clear that their had been significant
improvements and the overall changes in the instructional program. According to the
research tools used to derive an understanding of the staffs perception of such changes,
the organizational re-structuring of personnel duties and responsibilities contributed
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greatly too many of the changes that took place. The overall emergent theme that
continuously surfaced was instructional leader. It was apparent that the principal and all
of his support staff had become much more focused on instruction and much of this new
focus became the under girding factor ofmostly all of the instructional subjects. The
writing curriculum changed and because of the use of national performance standards, the
bar for writing expectations had been risen and the students, with the guidance and
training of their teachers, rose to the occasion. The professional development activities
for teachers have now become meaningful to a staff that hesitated to participate in such
activities that were perceived as being monotonous training routines. The professional
development activities were very effective in leading change, particularly change with the
teacher’s instructional practices in the classroom. Such practices changed the teacher’s
perceptions of teaching and they no longer use traditional blackboard and eraser
approaches to teaching writing. Because of all of the above changes that have taken
place, the staff has observed particularly pleasing results in their overall student’s writing
achievement. Achievement in other areas of the instructional program has increased as
well. Student writing scores on the New Standards Reference Exam (NSRE) have had a
ten-percentage point gain. The first NSRE was given at the beginning of the AC
implementation and the next assessment was given the next year. In the opinion of this
researcher, based on observations, interviews and documents, AC has proven to be a
success that had been challenging at times, but well worth the challenge.
CHAPTER VI
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to disclose the findings, conclusions, implications,
and recommendations derived from this case study. This chapter should present a
snapshot of the researcher’s learned knowledge as it relates to the perceptions of the
teachers and administrators. The process is a reflective process due to the fact that this
research was conducted at the researcher’s school, resulting in this study being site-based,
and practitioner research. As indicated by Anderson, Herr, and Nihlen (1994) this study
was done in collaboration with the faculty and staff and the voices expressed in the data
had a direct impact on the implementation process of the AC school reform model.
Findings
Research Question 1: How does the implementation ofAmerica Choice School
Reform Model influence the organizational structure asperceived by teachers and
administrators?
• The roles and responsibilities of the two head administrators had changed from
managerial to instructional leader.
• There were two instructional positions added to the administrative team.
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• The notion of training teachers through the process called coaching was
perceived to be an effective way to train the staff.
• Asa result of the change in duties and responsibilities, more non-threatening
classroom visits were made to the classrooms by the principal, the instructional
specialist, and the two literacy coaches.
• Asa result of the change in duties and responsibilities, the principal showed
more interest in the teaching and learning process.
• Another changed role in the principal led to the principal teaching and
modeling writing lessons in the classroom.
• The principal, instructional specialist and the two literacy coaches developed
closer and more personal relationships with the students and teachers as
perceived by the teaching staff.
• As perceived by the teaching staff, the principal, instructional specialist and
the two literacy coaches were more hands on with the teaching staff
• The expertise of the coaches and their abilities to visit the classrooms
frequently, learn about AC expectations, and consult with teachers frequently
were effective methods used to train and to motivate the staff.
• Due to the paradigm, shifts that were made in the administrative staff, the
teaching staff positively accepted the over all non-threatening approaches
made and attempted, in an effort to train and motivate.
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Research Question 2: How does the implementation ofAmerica Choice School
Reform Model influence the professional development activities as perceived by teachers
and administrators?
• Since the implementation ofAC, the professional development opportunities
are more frequent which, in the opinions of the teachers, kept their teaching
fresh and alive.
• As opposed to receiving the dull and boring training in the form of a lecture,
the teachers actually enjoyed being trained throughout the year in their study
groups.
• The professional development activities placed a heavy focus on standards and
instruction and the entire staff smd school community spoke in one common
language.
• Since the implementation ofAC, the professional development opportunities
were more interactive. The trainings depended on the input of the teachers and
this resulted in the teachers reading about pedagogy much more than they did
in the past.
• The professional development activities were more meaningful to the teachers
because they implemented their new knowledge immediately.
• Not only did the teachers voice an appreciation for their new way of learning,
but also the principal, instmctional specialist and the two coaches enjoyed the
way in which they were trained. Every month, network meetings with other
AC school personnel meet to receive continuous training.
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• The teachers also enjoyed having a forum to share their success stories as it
related to teaching effectively in the classroom.
Research Question 3: How does the implementation ofAmerica Choice School
Reform Model influence the writing curriculum as perceived by teachers and
administrators?
• The writing curriculum changed drastically since the implementation ofAC.
As opposed to using the Georgia Quality Core Curriculum (which consists of
various objectives that are vaguely written), the teachers now use international
performance standards that are more comprehensive.
• The international standards that are now used show the teachers examples of
student writings that have met the various standards. During the research, the
teachers articulated an appreciation for this feature because never before had
they seen what a model writing for their particular grade levels should look
like.
• Students wrote in and from various genres of literature. Students were
responsible for different genres such as narrative, report, procedural and
fiction.
• Students were also responsible for learning how to generate their own writing
topics based on their interests.
• Due to the changes in the writing curriculum, many teachers saw an
improvement in their student’s vocabulary, spelling, language arts, overall
creativity and in their ability to articulate their ideas on paper and verbally.
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Research Question 4: How does the implementation ofAmerica Choice School
Reform Model influence the instructionalpractices asperceived by teachers and
administrators?
• Teachers expressed an appreciation for their ability to experience an increase
in their opportunities to conduct more student/teacher conferences.
• Teachers found that they no longer had to direct student lessons, but rather
they are able to facilitate their writing lessons.
• Before America’s Choice, teachers tended to give writing lessons as busy work
so that they would have time to catch up with their paperwork. However now,
teachers have found that their interest in teaching the writing process has
increased.
• Before AC, teachers would place a lot of focus on grammar and mechanics.
Now, teachers have placed a stronger focus on emphasizing on student
creativity.
• The three segments (opening, work period and closing) of the AC writing
lesson have given writing lessons more structure and organization.
• The way, in which the writer’s workshop is organized, it allows for
differentiated instruction, which allows students to work at their own
individual paces.
• The grading system has also changed since the implementation of AC. As
opposed to students being given subjective letter grades, student writings are
scored subjectively with the use of a scoring rubric.
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• In addition, as opposed to writing comments in red marks all over the student’s
work, teachers now write commentary on a conference record sheet or sticky
note. This instructional practice has been found to be less threatening to
students and it doesn’t discourage students to the point where their creativity is
blocked.
Research Question 5: How does the implementation ofAmerica Choice School
Reform Model influence student achievement as perceived by teachers and
administrators?
• Before implementing AC, student’s work was displayed on merely
meaningless bulletin boards. However now, the bulletin boards are standards-
based and the boards demonstrate student’s work that has met various
international standards.
• Kindergarten writings have been observed to develop much more rapidly since
the implementation ofAC.
• Students now use a variety ofwriting strategies in their writings. Strategies
such as using dialogue and suspense have enabled the student’s writings to
engage the reader throughout their entire stories.
• Students have been found to be more creative in their thought processes.
• Students have been found to articulate and express themselves more clearly.
• Teachers have foimd that students enjoy writing and students are more
frequently found to write because they want to.
• There has also been a significant increase in vocabulary development.
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• There have been percentage point gains on the Georgia Criterion Reference
Competency Test (GCRCT) in the areas ofEnglish/Language Arts and in
Reading.
• Students are able to work collaboratively together with their peers and are able
to self correct their own mistakes.
• For the last two years, this school has met their Annual Yearly Progress,
whereas before the implementation ofAC, this school was on the Needs
Improvement list.
Conclusions
According to Tucker and Codding (1998):
... youwill not get the results you want until you define the results you
want and settle on measures of student progress toward them. Therefore,
the first area for planning is standards and assessments. But getting the
standards and measures right will not improve student performance unless
something changes in the classroom, so you must create a curriculum and
instructional program for the students, (p. 230)
Due to the effective implementation ofAC, the staff did an excellent job of defining the
results that they wanted from their students. Using the international standards to drive
the instruction and using the scoring rubrics as an assessment tool to grade the various
writings served as the roots of their instructional program. The writer’s workshop was
the creativity used to change and alter the total curriculum and the instructional program.
The leadership expectations set by the principal was also key to such a successful
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experience because getting total buy-in by the staffwas, and continues to be, critical to
this endeavor. Such an endeavor led to the staff and students developing a passion for
writing and many of the teachers now have a renewed joy for the teaching and learning
process.
Implications for Administrators
• Allow the staff to review and research reform programs so that an informative
decision can be made relative to the unique academic needs of the students at
the local school level.
• After reviewing and researching various reform designs, allow the staff to
vote on which reform program they would be interested in implementing.
This democratic experience will allow for an increased buy-in because the
staff vrill feel that they have had some input on what’s to be expected from
them.
• Continuously discussing the expectations of the reform will assist in ensuring
that every staffmember is on the same accord. Various forms of
coimnunication are ideal. Such forms of communication include verbal and
written. The more teachers, students, and parents hear, talk, and read about
the expectations; their overall understanding of the new program will increase.
All stakeholders should be able to speak a common language.
• The principal and all top level administrators and support personnel should
aim to implement each and every aspect and component of the program.
Although there may appear to be certain areas and recommendations that may
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seem trivial or not needed, the school should work to implement and execute
every expectation.
• The principal should model his/her expectations however, he/she can. An
example of such is model teaching. If the reform design calls for a new way
of teaching, the principal and all other top-level administrators should model
sample lessons in the classroom to demonstrate its effectiveness. The theory
in doing this is that when teachers see that the administrators have fully
bought in to the new ideals, they too will adjust to the new ideals more
quickly.
• The administrative staff should meet frequently, at least once a week to
continuously discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the reform
implementation. Various strategies to eliminate the observed and noted
weaknesses should be employed. Patience and relentlessness are keys to an
effective implementation process.
• Identify a school in the area that has successfully implemented the reform that
your school has selected. Send groups of teachers to observe the instructional
program at such a school site so that your teachers can begin to visualize
themselves teaching through the use of such a program.
• Ensure that all professional development activities and all staff meetings
maintain a consistent focus on the adopted reform. Every formal and informal
meeting and gathering should be focused on ways to improve academic
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achievement and that pedagogy process by using the reform and its
expectations as the blueprint.
Recommendations
To improve upon this study and to extend from the knowledge learned through
this case study, the following recommendations are being made:
• A quantitative study of a group ofAC schools can be conducted to compare
and contrast the perceptions, feelings, and experiences of the various
participating teachers and staff
• A quantitative study of a group ofAC schools that are demographically
similar can be conducted to compare and contrast the various improvements
of student writings.
• A qualitative study on other writing reforms can be conducted to see if there
are significant differences in reform expectations and student outcomes.
• A similar qualitative study of an AC school that is rural or affluent can be
researched to compare and contrast the differences and to test the true
effectiveness of the reform’s underpinnings and theory.
• A qualitative study can be conducted on the middle school level to discover
whether or not students who attend America’s Choice middle schools
experience the similar successes in writing improvements.
• A quantitative study that focuses on different groups ofAC schools and
compares test data can be explored in a future study.
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• A study on teacher perception can be conducted to compare and contrast the
feelings and perceptions ofnew hires and seasoned teachers.
Summary
Tucker and Codding (1998) noted that leading and managing are not the same
thing. We associate leadership with people who show the way, guide us to a higher level,
exert a moral force on us, and help us clarify our collective vision. People come to
teaching out of a deep commitment or calling. They look to their leaders for the same
commitment and something more. It is imperative that the principals, who treat the
profession in traditional manner, shift their focus towards becoming a leader. Moving
away from the role of a manager is critical if a reform is to be successful in a local
school. It was the passion and strong buy-in from the principal that trickled down from
him to his teachers and staff. The professional development that was ongoing also
enabled the teachers to become increasingly knowledgeable ofnew teaching strategies
and best teaching practices. The fact that such learning opportunities were made
available throughout the school year also assisted in the overall effectiveness of the AC
implementation. Aligning the professional development activities with the new standards
that were to be used in the classroom was a strategy that worked along with the overall
consistent focus on the goals set by the AC reform. The researcher has found that there is
a perception that the America’s Choice School Reform Design has had a direct impact on
student achievement in writing and on overall school improvement at this school site.
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DearMs. Brown:
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4. Activities related to your research study must not interfm with die instructicMial program orwidi the state and local testing
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APPENDIX C
LETTER REQUESTING TEACHER PARTICIPATION
August 22, 2003
Dear Teachers:
I am presently a doctoral student at Clark Atlanta University and I am writing my
dissertation entitled, “A Case Study ofAmerica’s Choice School Reform at an Atlanta
Public School: How Does This School Reform Influence Student Writing
Achievement?” I would like to conduct interviews for my research project regarding
your perceptions and feelings about the effects that America’s Choice has on professional
development, curriculum, the organizational structure, student achievement, and
instructional practices.
Your response is very important and valuable in creating a profile of the perceptions of
teachers as we implement school reform, especially local school improvement initiatives
as required by our school system.
Your raped interview will be anonymous and strictly confidential. The tapes will be
destroyed after they have been transcribed. Participation is voluntary and you may refuse
participation at any time without penalty.
The research has been reviewed and approved through our school system’s Research and
Accountability Department.






AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH PROJECT
I, am willing to participate in the research
project described in the aforementioned correspondence. I understand that my taped
interview ill be anonymous and strictly confidential. I also understand that the tape will
be destroyed following the completion of the research project, that my participation is




INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS
Principal
1. How has your role as principal/ILS changed since the implementation ofAmerica’s
Choice (AC)?
2. What have you observed being the pros ofAC?
3. What have you observed being the cons ofAC?
4. What changes have you observed in the teaching ofwriting instruction?
5. Do you feel that these changes have been effective?
6. Have resources changed with the implementation ofAC?
7. How has the curriculum, as it relates to writing instruction, been changed?
8. Have there been any changes in student writing according to formal assessments?
9. How have the professional development activities in the school changed?
10. How have the roles and/or functions of the leadership team changed?
11. Have there been any obstacles in implementing change? If so, explain.
12. What are your feelings of the overall program?
13. How often do your teachers teach writing weekly?





1. How has the implementation ofAC changed your instructional program, specifically
relating to writing?
2. How has the implementation ofAC changed your role as a teacher?
3. What have you observed being the pros ofAC?
4. What have you observed being the cons ofAC?
5. When thinking about professional development activities both in the past and in the
present, how have these activities changed?
6. When you’ve completed training, do you feel ready and capable to immediately
begin the new skill that has been taught to you?
7. Do you feel that students’ writing has improved since you’ve implemented AC
strategies?
8. How often do you teach writing weekly?
9. Has your students’ overall writing skill and ability improved? If so, explain.
10. Has the writing curriculum changed? How?
11. How has the principal assisted you?
12. How has the design coach assisted you?




1. How has the implementation ofAC changed writing instruction at Miles
Elementary?
2. How has this reform changed your role as a teacher?
3. How has AC changed the instructional practices ofwriting instruction?
4. How has AC reform changed the curriculum?
5. Have you observed an improvement in student writing? If so, how?
6. Have the professional development activities changed due to AC?
7. What has been your role in this change?
8. How has the principal assisted you throughout this process?
9. How has the design coach assisted you throughout this process?
10. What are the overall pros ofAC?
11. What are the overall cons ofAC?
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